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October 2020 Schedule
Thursday
1 October 2020
06.00 Restaurant: Impossible:
Game Over
Brothers Jon and Bobby own
Bene Pizza and Pasta in
Nebraska. But, after Bobby's
sickness the business started to
fail, and their relationship is
rocky now too.
06.45 Cheap Eats: Santa
Barbara Bargains
Ali Khan is in Santa Barbara, CA,
looking for the best deals for
breakfast, lunch, dinner and a
snack. He grabs bacon-wrapped
hot dogs and healthy cookies.
07.08 Cheap Eats: San Diego
Surf 'n' Turf
In San Diego, Ali Khan masks up
like a Mexican wrestler for a
discount on a surf-and-turf
burrito and hits the beach for
Hawaiian-style short ribs.
07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Top of the Mountain
Lucas is in Utah to build a
dream backyard on the side of a
mountain. He creates a Tuscanthemed pool with a spa, a
massive linear fire wall and a
grotto!

08.15 Playhouse Masters:
Fairytale Castle Playhouse
Baseball star Ryan Zimmerman
orders a Storybook Princess
Castle with a dragon, a dance
floor, and a magic wand
dressing room. Can Tyson and
Audy deliver?

11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
What's For Dessert
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 75
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

12.00 Cheap Eats: Hot Deals In
The Desert
Ali Khan tries out food deals in
Scottsdale, Arizona. He starts
with Southern BBQ scones piled
with pulled pork and tries a
cookie ice cream sandwich.

09.45 Extreme I Do's
We follow three couples and
three planners who - against all
odds - manage to bring their
bride's dream wedding to life in
some of the harshest, most
extreme terrains on Earth.
10.30 What If We Get
Married?: The Six Month Itch
Amy and Mike are desperate to
have a baby despite fertility
issues. Plus, Amanda and
Christian honeymoon in Mexico
to repair their relationship.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Doctor's Note
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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12.23 Cheap Eats: ATL Eats
In Atlanta Ali Khan enjoys
French toast tacos, grilled
cheese, and a blueberry cobbler
ice pop. Plus, he tries a Sloppy
Jai - an Americanised version of
Indian street food.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 76
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
13.30 Dogs 101: Bluetick
Coonhound, Brussels Griffon
Barney, a droopy-eyed bluetick
coonhound works as Tennessee
University's mascot. And, the
petit basset griffon is a talented
tracking dog.

October 2020 Schedule
14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Piña Pool-Ada
On his first collaboration with a
local design team, Lucas creates
a tropical oasis. It features an
island, a huge grotto rock and a
Tiki-themed cabana!
15.00 Playhouse Masters: The
Curry Family's Pony Playhouse
Tyson and Audy build a pony
stable themed playhouse for
their biggest clients yet, NBA
MVP Stephen Curry and his
family. Will it be a success?

17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
What's For Dessert
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
18.20 Cheap Eats: Hot Deals In
The Desert
Ali Khan tries out food deals in
Scottsdale, Arizona. He starts
with Southern BBQ scones piled
with pulled pork and tries a
cookie ice cream sandwich.

20.50 Playhouse Masters: The
Curry Family's Pony Playhouse
Tyson and Audy build a pony
stable themed playhouse for
their biggest clients yet, NBA
MVP Stephen Curry and his
family. Will it be a success?
21.40 Ghost Stalkers: Old
Taylor Memorial Hospital
John and Chad revisit their own
near death experiences while
investigating a vortex at The Old
Taylor Memorial Hospital in
Hawkinsville, Georgia.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: New
England Adventures
Kate and the kids head north for
one last summer adventure.
There are fun things planned
along the way like lobster filled
lunches and outdoor excursions.

18.45 Cheap Eats: ATL Eats
In Atlanta Ali Khan enjoys
French toast tacos, grilled
cheese, and a blueberry cobbler
ice pop. Plus, he tries a Sloppy
Jai - an Americanised version of
Indian street food.

22.30 Blood Relatives: The
Deep End
Teenager Rachel and her older
boyfriend Ian disappear after
the savage murder of her
alcoholic mother. Has he
kidnapped her or are they on
the run?

16.40 Suddenly Rich: High
School Riches
A teenager's unconventional
hobby takes him from high
schooler to high roller. An
unsolicited knock on a Louisiana
door leads to a very welcome
financial boom.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 76
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

23.15 Last Night In...: The
Manson Tunnel Murder
Explore the dark side of cities
before and after the sun goes
down, when the onset of
darkness transforms the
cityscape into a fantasy
playground.

17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Doctor's Note
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Piña Pool-Ada
On his first collaboration with a
local design team, Lucas creates
a tropical oasis. It features an
island, a huge grotto rock and a
Tiki-themed cabana!

00.00 Ghost Stalkers: Old
Taylor Memorial Hospital
John and Chad revisit their own
near death experiences while
investigating a vortex at The Old
Taylor Memorial Hospital in
Hawkinsville, Georgia.
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October 2020 Schedule
00.45 Blood Relatives: The
Deep End
Teenager Rachel and her older
boyfriend Ian disappear after
the savage murder of her
alcoholic mother. Has he
kidnapped her or are they on
the run?
01.30 Last Night In...: The
Manson Tunnel Murder
Explore the dark side of cities
before and after the sun goes
down, when the onset of
darkness transforms the
cityscape into a fantasy
playground.
02.15 Dogs 101: Bluetick
Coonhound, Brussels Griffon
Barney, a droopy-eyed bluetick
coonhound works as Tennessee
University's mascot. And, the
petit basset griffon is a talented
tracking dog.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: New
England Adventures
Kate and the kids head north for
one last summer adventure.
There are fun things planned
along the way like lobster filled
lunches and outdoor excursions.
03.45 Suddenly Rich: High
School Riches
A teenager's unconventional
hobby takes him from high
schooler to high roller. An
unsolicited knock on a Louisiana
door leads to a very welcome
financial boom.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 76
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Dogs 101: Bluetick
Coonhound, Brussels Griffon
Barney, a droopy-eyed bluetick
coonhound works as Tennessee
University's mascot. And, the
petit basset griffon is a talented
tracking dog.

Friday
2 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Doctor's Note
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
What's For Dessert
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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06.45 Cheap Eats: Hot Deals In
The Desert
Ali Khan tries out food deals in
Scottsdale, Arizona. He starts
with Southern BBQ scones piled
with pulled pork and tries a
cookie ice cream sandwich.
07.08 Cheap Eats: ATL Eats
In Atlanta Ali Khan enjoys
French toast tacos, grilled
cheese, and a blueberry cobbler
ice pop. Plus, he tries a Sloppy
Jai - an Americanised version of
Indian street food.
07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Piña Pool-Ada
On his first collaboration with a
local design team, Lucas creates
a tropical oasis. It features an
island, a huge grotto rock and a
Tiki-themed cabana!
08.15 Playhouse Masters: The
Curry Family's Pony Playhouse
Tyson and Audy build a pony
stable themed playhouse for
their biggest clients yet, NBA
MVP Stephen Curry and his
family. Will it be a success?
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 76
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

October 2020 Schedule
09.45 Kate Plus 8: New
England Adventures
Kate and the kids head north for
one last summer adventure.
There are fun things planned
along the way like lobster filled
lunches and outdoor excursions.
10.30 Suddenly Rich: High
School Riches
A teenager's unconventional
hobby takes him from high
schooler to high roller. An
unsolicited knock on a Louisiana
door leads to a very welcome
financial boom.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Passports, Please!
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Taste Of War
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

12.23 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon Hot Dog
On the streets of Seattle, Todd
catches up to a pork-slinging pig
truck serving great BBQ and
heads to a burger institution
that builds a tower of bacon
every day.

15.00 Playhouse Masters:
Welcome To The Jungle
Tyson and Audy are tasked with
an adventure playhouse - a
jungle fortress with climbing
features and secret passages but an accident causes a big
setback.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 77
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Rocking the
Boat
The Gosselins' family vacation
continues. Taking full advantage
of the beautiful New England
weather and scenery, the family
board a boat and learn to trap
lobsters.

13.30 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.

16.40 Suddenly Rich: Daddy
Warbucks
An army veteran goes from
overseas contractor to
overnight millionaire, a
homeless man gets a gift from
beyond the grave, and artistic
instincts pay off handsomely.

14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Sliding into
Neverland
Golfer J.B. Holmes says he never
wants to grow up, but his wife
wants relaxation. Lucas plans to
create a sports area, sun shelf,
and his first covered slide!

12.00 United States of Bacon:
The Walking Ched Burger
Todd visits Iowa to enjoy a
thick-cut bacon sandwich,
chomps on wonderful pork
chops and snacks on bite-sized
bacon-wrapped appetizers.
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17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Passports, Please!
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

October 2020 Schedule
17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Taste Of War
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

20.50 Playhouse Masters:
Welcome To The Jungle
Tyson and Audy are tasked with
an adventure playhouse - a
jungle fortress with climbing
features and secret passages but an accident causes a big
setback.

00.00 Ghost Stalkers:
Wheatlands Plantation
Reports of vengeful spirits,
paranormal energy, and a
sordid history including death
and murder, drive John and
Chad to the historic Wheatlands
Plantation.

18.20 United States of Bacon:
The Walking Ched Burger
Todd visits Iowa to enjoy a
thick-cut bacon sandwich,
chomps on wonderful pork
chops and snacks on bite-sized
bacon-wrapped appetizers.

21.40 Ghost Stalkers:
Wheatlands Plantation
Reports of vengeful spirits,
paranormal energy, and a
sordid history including death
and murder, drive John and
Chad to the historic Wheatlands
Plantation.

00.45 Blood Relatives: The
Ties that Bind
A trucking magnate's
favouritism for his son David
foments bitter rivalries; how far
will warring siblings go for their
slice of a multi-million dollar
pie?

22.30 Blood Relatives: The
Ties that Bind
A trucking magnate's
favouritism for his son David
foments bitter rivalries; how far
will warring siblings go for their
slice of a multi-million dollar
pie?

01.30 Breaking Point: Sarah
Sarah, 27, sells her body in
order to fund a lavish lifestyle.
Her friends fear that she will
end up in prison - or worse. Can
Sarah get help before it's too
late?

18.45 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon Hot Dog
On the streets of Seattle, Todd
catches up to a pork-slinging pig
truck serving great BBQ and
heads to a burger institution
that builds a tower of bacon
every day.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 77
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Sarah
Sarah, 27, sells her body in
order to fund a lavish lifestyle.
Her friends fear that she will
end up in prison - or worse. Can
Sarah get help before it's too
late?

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Sliding into
Neverland
Golfer J.B. Holmes says he never
wants to grow up, but his wife
wants relaxation. Lucas plans to
create a sports area, sun shelf,
and his first covered slide!
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02.15 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Rocking the
Boat
The Gosselins' family vacation
continues. Taking full advantage
of the beautiful New England
weather and scenery, the family
board a boat and learn to trap
lobsters.

October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Suddenly Rich: Daddy
Warbucks
An army veteran goes from
overseas contractor to
overnight millionaire, a
homeless man gets a gift from
beyond the grave, and artistic
instincts pay off handsomely.

06.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 73
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

09.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 77
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 77
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

07.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 74
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Fork In The Road
Robert Irvine heads to Calhoun,
Georgia, to save a three-yearold diner. Its owners are now
faced with a failing business and
a suffering friendship.

05.15 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.

Saturday
3 October 2020
06.00 Dogs/Cats/Pets 101:
Shiba Inu, Boykin Spaniel &
Greyhound
Learn which pets are best for
urban living and which ones are
family friendly through a mix of
experts, live-action footage and
photography.

08.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 75
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 76
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

12.00 What If We Get
Married?: The Honeymoon's
Over
While Christian and Amanda
face their very opposite ways of
approaching finances, Mike
begins to question Amy's
commitment to their marriage.
12.45 What If We Get
Married?: Outlaw My In-Law
Amanda's mother tells Amanda
and Christian they made a huge
mistake getting married. Plus,
Amy and Mike struggle to put
their marriage back together.
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11.15 Restaurant: Impossible:
Culture Clash
Robert Irvine helps a café in
Georgia. Situated next to
Atlanta's oldest Mosque, many
potential customers falsely
think the restaurant is strictly
for Muslims.

October 2020 Schedule
13.30 What If We Get
Married?: The Six Month Itch
Amy and Mike are desperate to
have a baby despite fertility
issues. Plus, Amanda and
Christian honeymoon in Mexico
to repair their relationship.

17.30 Amazing Water Homes:
Hidden, Saltwater, Kapalua
Rebecca Budrig explores the
Australian coast, a Hawaiian
getaway and a private resort in
Mexico's everglades to find the
best water-themed homes.

14.15 Suddenly Rich: High
School Riches
A teenager's unconventional
hobby takes him from high
schooler to high roller. An
unsolicited knock on a Louisiana
door leads to a very welcome
financial boom.

18.20 Playhouse Masters:
Playhouses In Neverland
Tyson and Audy accept a job
with a Neverland theme. They
must tackle a pirate ship, a
Victorian townhouse and a 'lost
boys' treehouse with a zipline.

15.00 Suddenly Rich: Daddy
Warbucks
An army veteran goes from
overseas contractor to
overnight millionaire, a
homeless man gets a gift from
beyond the grave, and artistic
instincts pay off handsomely.
15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Fork In The Road
Robert Irvine heads to Calhoun,
Georgia, to save a three-yearold diner. Its owners are now
faced with a failing business and
a suffering friendship.
16.40 Restaurant: Impossible:
Culture Clash
Robert Irvine helps a café in
Georgia. Situated next to
Atlanta's oldest Mosque, many
potential customers falsely
think the restaurant is strictly
for Muslims.

19.10 Playhouse Masters:
Fairytale Castle Playhouse
Baseball star Ryan Zimmerman
orders a Storybook Princess
Castle with a dragon, a dance
floor, and a magic wand
dressing room. Can Tyson and
Audy deliver?
20.00 Playhouse Masters: The
Curry Family's Pony Playhouse
Tyson and Audy build a pony
stable themed playhouse for
their biggest clients yet, NBA
MVP Stephen Curry and his
family. Will it be a success?
20.50 Playhouse Masters:
Welcome To The Jungle
Tyson and Audy are tasked with
an adventure playhouse - a
jungle fortress with climbing
features and secret passages but an accident causes a big
setback.
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21.40 Ghost Asylum: Cannon
Memorial Banner
TWC travels to North Carolina
to explore Old Cannon
Memorial. This asylum is
terrorising the community by
luring people inside and drive
them insane.
22.30 Blood Relatives: Reap
What You Sow
The entrepreneurial Hawes
family enjoys huge success in
Golden Valley until sibling
rivalries lead to murder; but can
detectives track Edwin's killer?
23.15 Blood Relatives: Blood Is
Thicker
In Texas an apparent robbery
leaves half the Whitaker family
dead, but cops suspect the
scene is staged. Is this a bungled
raid or a case of premeditated
murder?
00.00 Blood Relatives: My
Brother's Keeper
A distinguished family is
destroyed when Philip, his wife,
and his favoured son Cary are
shot. Linda will survive, but can
she identify their attacker?
00.45 Blood Relatives: The
Deep End
Teenager Rachel and her older
boyfriend Ian disappear after
the savage murder of her
alcoholic mother. Has he
kidnapped her or are they on
the run?

October 2020 Schedule
01.30 Dogs/Cats/Pets 101:
Bull Terrier, Saluki & Welsh
Corgi
A dog encyclopaedia, with the
Australian Cattle Dog, Saluki,
Norwich Terrier, Boykin Spaniel,
Wonder Dog, Bull Terrier, and
Cardigan Welsh Corgi.

05.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 73
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

08.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Top of the Mountain
Lucas is in Utah to build a
dream backyard on the side of a
mountain. He creates a Tuscanthemed pool with a spa, a
massive linear fire wall and a
grotto!

02.15 Dogs/Cats/Pets 101:
Shiba Inu, Boykin Spaniel &
Greyhound
Learn which pets are best for
urban living and which ones are
family friendly through a mix of
experts, live-action footage and
photography.

Sunday
4 October 2020

09.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Piña Pool-Ada
On his first collaboration with a
local design team, Lucas creates
a tropical oasis. It features an
island, a huge grotto rock and a
Tiki-themed cabana!

03.00 Dogs 101: Miniature
Bull Terrier, Dingo
Unusual dog breeds include the
gentle Borzoi helping veterans
suffering post-traumatic stress
disorders, a singing dingo, and
the beautiful Keeshond.
03.45 Dogs 101: Bluetick
Coonhound, Brussels Griffon
Barney, a droopy-eyed bluetick
coonhound works as Tennessee
University's mascot. And, the
petit basset griffon is a talented
tracking dog.
04.30 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.

06.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 74
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
06.45 Insane Pools : Off The
Deep End: For The Birds
An environmentally conscious
family, living in a designated
bird sanctuary in Florida, ask
design expert Lucas to create a
human pool paradise and a bird
pond oasis.
07.30 Insane Pools : Off The
Deep End: Lazy River Runs
Through It
Lucas and his crew build their
first lazy river! This private lazy
river circumnavigates a real
island, massive waterfalls and a
giant grotto.
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09.45 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Sliding into
Neverland
Golfer J.B. Holmes says he never
wants to grow up, but his wife
wants relaxation. Lucas plans to
create a sports area, sun shelf,
and his first covered slide!
10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Bowling: Impossible
Paul's family has owned Paul's
Bar & Bowling in New Jersey
since 1929, but it has been on a
downward spiral for years.
Robert Irvine yanks it into this
century.
11.15 Restaurant: Impossible:
Golf: Impossible
Three cousins run a nine-hole
golf course and clubhouse for a
decade. But, the restaurant is
failing so Robert Irvine is called
in to help.

October 2020 Schedule
12.00 Cheap Eats: Authentic In
Athens
Ali Khan is in Athens, GA. For
breakfast, he grabs sweet and
sticky Georgia peach French
toast, and visits hometown
band R.E.M's favourite fried
chicken shack.
12.23 Cheap Eats: ATL Eats
In Atlanta Ali Khan enjoys
French toast tacos, grilled
cheese, and a blueberry cobbler
ice pop. Plus, he tries a Sloppy
Jai - an Americanised version of
Indian street food.
12.45 Cheap Eats: Birmingham
Magic
Ali Khan's search for home
cooking in Birmingham, AL,
begins with Andouille-stuffed
hash browns in the morning and
bacon-wrapped meatloaf for
lunch.
13.08 Cheap Eats: Sin City Eats
Ali Khan has a wickedly good
day eating in the desert. He
starts with an Elvis-inspired
breakfast, followed by
handmade tacos, and awardwinning pizza slices.
13.30 Cheap Eats: Santa
Barbara Bargains
Ali Khan is in Santa Barbara, CA,
looking for the best deals for
breakfast, lunch, dinner and a
snack. He grabs bacon-wrapped
hot dogs and healthy cookies.

13.53 Cheap Eats: San Diego
Surf 'n' Turf
In San Diego, Ali Khan masks up
like a Mexican wrestler for a
discount on a surf-and-turf
burrito and hits the beach for
Hawaiian-style short ribs.
14.15 Cheap Eats: Hot Deals In
The Desert
Ali Khan tries out food deals in
Scottsdale, Arizona. He starts
with Southern BBQ scones piled
with pulled pork and tries a
cookie ice cream sandwich.
14.38 Cheap Eats: ATL Eats
In Atlanta Ali Khan enjoys
French toast tacos, grilled
cheese, and a blueberry cobbler
ice pop. Plus, he tries a Sloppy
Jai - an Americanised version of
Indian street food.
15.00 United States of Bacon:
The Walking Ched Burger
Todd visits Iowa to enjoy a
thick-cut bacon sandwich,
chomps on wonderful pork
chops and snacks on bite-sized
bacon-wrapped appetizers.
15.25 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon Hot Dog
On the streets of Seattle, Todd
catches up to a pork-slinging pig
truck serving great BBQ and
heads to a burger institution
that builds a tower of bacon
every day.
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15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Bowling: Impossible
Paul's family has owned Paul's
Bar & Bowling in New Jersey
since 1929, but it has been on a
downward spiral for years.
Robert Irvine yanks it into this
century.
16.40 Restaurant: Impossible:
Golf: Impossible
Three cousins run a nine-hole
golf course and clubhouse for a
decade. But, the restaurant is
failing so Robert Irvine is called
in to help.
17.30 Brides Gone Styled:
From Barbie to Bride
Miriah describes her dream
bridal style as slutty with a
touch of class. Can Robert and
Gretta stop her from showing
too much skin on her wedding
day?
17.55 Brides Gone Styled:
From Hippie to Chic
Hippie girl Summer wants to
wear a shapeless frock on her
wedding day. Robert and Gretta
show her how to embrace her
shape without losing her inner
flower child.
18.20 Brides Gone Styled:
From Latex to Lace
Maxcell pictures herself walking
down the aisle in a skin-tight,
super revealing latex dress.
However, her fiancé wants her
to choose a more demure
gown.

October 2020 Schedule
18.45 Brides Gone Styled:
Heavy Metal Meets High
Fashion
Heavy metal singer Nicole
wants to wear a wedding dress
with leather and chains. Can
Robert and Gretta convince her
to wear a classic white dress?

22.30 Last Night In...: Episode
6
Explore the dark side of cities
before and after the sun goes
down, when the onset of
darkness transforms the
cityscape into a fantasy
playground.

01.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 73
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

19.10 Extreme I Do's
We follow three couples and
three planners who - against all
odds - manage to bring their
bride's dream wedding to life in
some of the harshest, most
extreme terrains on Earth.

23.15 Last Night In...: Death,
Lies and Videotape
Explore the dark side of cities
before and after the sun goes
down, when the onset of
darkness transforms the
cityscape into a fantasy
playground.

02.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 74
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

00.00 Last Night In...:
Drowning in Sorrow
Explore the dark side of cities
before and after the sun goes
down, when the onset of
darkness transforms the
cityscape into a fantasy
playground.

03.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 75
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

00.45 Last Night In...: The
Manson Tunnel Murder
Explore the dark side of cities
before and after the sun goes
down, when the onset of
darkness transforms the
cityscape into a fantasy
playground.

03.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 76
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

20.00 Kate Plus 8: New
England Adventures
Kate and the kids head north for
one last summer adventure.
There are fun things planned
along the way like lobster filled
lunches and outdoor excursions.
20.50 Kate Plus 8: Rocking the
Boat
The Gosselins' family vacation
continues. Taking full advantage
of the beautiful New England
weather and scenery, the family
board a boat and learn to trap
lobsters.
21.40 Ghost Stalkers:
Whisperers Estate
Reports of violent hauntings
drive John and Chad to
investigate a possible portal at
the Whispers Estate in Mitchell,
Indiana. Is something evil at
work?
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October 2020 Schedule
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 77
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Dogs 101: Miniature
Bull Terrier, Dingo
Unusual dog breeds include the
gentle Borzoi helping veterans
suffering post-traumatic stress
disorders, a singing dingo, and
the beautiful Keeshond.

Monday
5 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Passports, Please!
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Taste Of War
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

06.45 United States of Bacon:
The Walking Ched Burger
Todd visits Iowa to enjoy a
thick-cut bacon sandwich,
chomps on wonderful pork
chops and snacks on bite-sized
bacon-wrapped appetizers.
07.08 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon Hot Dog
On the streets of Seattle, Todd
catches up to a pork-slinging pig
truck serving great BBQ and
heads to a burger institution
that builds a tower of bacon
every day.
07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Sliding into
Neverland
Golfer J.B. Holmes says he never
wants to grow up, but his wife
wants relaxation. Lucas plans to
create a sports area, sun shelf,
and his first covered slide!
08.15 Playhouse Masters:
Welcome To The Jungle
Tyson and Audy are tasked with
an adventure playhouse - a
jungle fortress with climbing
features and secret passages but an accident causes a big
setback.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 77
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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09.45 Kate Plus 8: Rocking the
Boat
The Gosselins' family vacation
continues. Taking full advantage
of the beautiful New England
weather and scenery, the family
board a boat and learn to trap
lobsters.
10.30 Suddenly Rich: Daddy
Warbucks
An army veteran goes from
overseas contractor to
overnight millionaire, a
homeless man gets a gift from
beyond the grave, and artistic
instincts pay off handsomely.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Breakfast
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry For Love
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

October 2020 Schedule
12.00 United States of Bacon:
Pork Wings
Todd's in Milwaukee where he
samples a peanut butter and
bacon burger, checks out Bacon
Happy Hour and visits a diner
with monstrous breakfast
plates.

15.00 Playhouse Masters:
Playhouse To The Stars
Tyson and Audy hit Hollywood
with actress Alana de la Garza,
who wants an observatorythemed playhouse for her kids.
With limited space, creativity is
key!

17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry For Love
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

12.23 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon "Turtle" Burger
Todd hits one of the country's
biggest bacon festivals in the
Windy City, stopping at a 50year-old institution for a deepdish pizza packed with meat.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: The Room
Project
The Gosselins are flipping their
house upside-down! Mady and
Cara get their own rooms, while
the little girls are moving
upstairs and the boys down.

18.20 United States of Bacon:
Pork Wings
Todd's in Milwaukee where he
samples a peanut butter and
bacon burger, checks out Bacon
Happy Hour and visits a diner
with monstrous breakfast
plates.

16.40 Suddenly Rich: Role Of
A Lifetime
A pair of jobless actors get the
star treatment from a fan
showing his love in a startling
way. Plus, renovating a humble
cottage leads to a shocking
discovery.

18.45 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon "Turtle" Burger
Todd hits one of the country's
biggest bacon festivals in the
Windy City, stopping at a 50year-old institution for a deepdish pizza packed with meat.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
13.30 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.

17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Breakfast
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: What's Up Dock?
Lucas builds a giant pool for a
friend. He creates a dream
backyard with a dock, large
cascading waterfalls, firepit and
an audio-visual entertainment
swim-up bar!

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: What's Up Dock?
Lucas builds a giant pool for a
friend. He creates a dream
backyard with a dock, large
cascading waterfalls, firepit and
an audio-visual entertainment
swim-up bar!
13
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19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

October 2020 Schedule
20.50 Playhouse Masters:
Playhouse To The Stars
Tyson and Audy hit Hollywood
with actress Alana de la Garza,
who wants an observatorythemed playhouse for her kids.
With limited space, creativity is
key!

00.00 Ghost Stalkers:
Springfield State Hospital
Rumours of forgotten lead John
and Chad to search for a
doorway to another world at
one of America's most dreaded
asylums: Springfield State
Hospital.

03.45 Suddenly Rich: Role Of
A Lifetime
A pair of jobless actors get the
star treatment from a fan
showing his love in a startling
way. Plus, renovating a humble
cottage leads to a shocking
discovery.

21.40 Ghost Stalkers:
Springfield State Hospital
Rumours of forgotten lead John
and Chad to search for a
doorway to another world at
one of America's most dreaded
asylums: Springfield State
Hospital.

00.45 Deadly Devotion: The
Bad Samaritans
Allen finds purpose in life when
he joins a New Age cult. But
when he is convinced to move
into their monastery by the
cult's leader, will he be able to
leave?

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

22.30 Deadly Devotion: The
Bad Samaritans
Allen finds purpose in life when
he joins a New Age cult. But
when he is convinced to move
into their monastery by the
cult's leader, will he be able to
leave?

01.30 Breaking Point: Pierce
Pierce regularly engages in
petty theft to support his meth
habit. His addiction has taken a
tremendous toll on his family,
and now it's time for them to
intervene.

05.15 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.

02.15 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.

Tuesday
6 October 2020

PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Pierce
Pierce regularly engages in
petty theft to support his meth
habit. His addiction has taken a
tremendous toll on his family,
and now it's time for them to
intervene.

03.00 Kate Plus 8: The Room
Project
The Gosselins are flipping their
house upside-down! Mady and
Cara get their own rooms, while
the little girls are moving
upstairs and the boys down.
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06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Breakfast
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

October 2020 Schedule
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry For Love
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

12.00 United States of Bacon:
The Big Filler Burger
Todd's first stop in Portland is a
family burger joint with a
monstrous sandwich, before he
finds an 80-year-old sausage
kitchen with a special
smokehouse.

06.45 United States of Bacon:
Pork Wings
Todd's in Milwaukee where he
samples a peanut butter and
bacon burger, checks out Bacon
Happy Hour and visits a diner
with monstrous breakfast
plates.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: The Room
Project
The Gosselins are flipping their
house upside-down! Mady and
Cara get their own rooms, while
the little girls are moving
upstairs and the boys down.

12.23 United States of Bacon:
Chicken Fried Bacon
Todd heads to California's Bay
Area where he discovers Harlan
Sanders' original chicken recipe
and munches a massively meaty
burger at a 160 year-old milehouse.

07.08 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon "Turtle" Burger
Todd hits one of the country's
biggest bacon festivals in the
Windy City, stopping at a 50year-old institution for a deepdish pizza packed with meat.

10.30 Suddenly Rich: Role Of
A Lifetime
A pair of jobless actors get the
star treatment from a fan
showing his love in a startling
way. Plus, renovating a humble
cottage leads to a shocking
discovery.

07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: What's Up Dock?
Lucas builds a giant pool for a
friend. He creates a dream
backyard with a dock, large
cascading waterfalls, firepit and
an audio-visual entertainment
swim-up bar!

11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Some Like It Hot
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

08.15 Playhouse Masters:
Playhouse To The Stars
Tyson and Audy hit Hollywood
with actress Alana de la Garza,
who wants an observatorythemed playhouse for her kids.
With limited space, creativity is
key!

11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hole In One
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
13.30 Bad Dog: Home
Wreckers
Meet misbehaving pets, from a
dog that latches onto his
owner's clothing when she
leaves for work, to three goats
that use their owner's car as a
rock climbing trail.

October 2020 Schedule
14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Small Yard, Big
Dream
A dedicated caregiver gets her
lifelong wish of having her own
pool. The pressure is on for
Lucas to build a dream pool, but
in a small backyard.

17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hole In One
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Small Yard, Big
Dream
A dedicated caregiver gets her
lifelong wish of having her own
pool. The pressure is on for
Lucas to build a dream pool, but
in a small backyard.

15.00 Playhouse Masters:
Ultimate Birdhouse Treehouse
Actor Ali Landry hires Charmed
to build a chic playhouse that's
fun for the kids, and inspired by
a pigeon coop. Is it their
toughest challenge yet?

18.20 United States of Bacon:
The Big Filler Burger
Todd's first stop in Portland is a
family burger joint with a
monstrous sandwich, before he
finds an 80-year-old sausage
kitchen with a special
smokehouse.

20.50 Playhouse Masters:
Ultimate Birdhouse Treehouse
Actor Ali Landry hires Charmed
to build a chic playhouse that's
fun for the kids, and inspired by
a pigeon coop. Is it their
toughest challenge yet?

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Cleaning
House
Kate gets the urge to declutter
so the family decides to hold a
yard sale. Meanwhile, Mady
and Cara celebrate their 14th
birthday at a trampoline park.
16.40 Suddenly Rich: Culinary
Cash Out
A chef secures a job that takes
him from struggling chef to
millionaire mogul. Plus, an outof-work New Yorker answers a
life-changing phone call.
17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Some Like It Hot
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

18.45 United States of Bacon:
Chicken Fried Bacon
Todd heads to California's Bay
Area where he discovers Harlan
Sanders' original chicken recipe
and munches a massively meaty
burger at a 160 year-old milehouse.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Highway to Hell
When a mysterious biker invites
Cynthia to a party at the Hells
Angels clubhouse, she
unwittingly enters a secret and
dangerous world. But will she
be able to escape?
PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Ikaika
Ikaika pimps out his live-in
girlfriend. With the help of his
family and an Interventionist,
he will be presented with a
chance to leave his criminal past
behind him.
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21.40 Ghost Stalkers:
Holmesburg Prison
John and Chad investigate
Holmesburg Prison, looking into
reports of an oppressive
paranormal energy, which some
claim is related to a century of
murder.

October 2020 Schedule
00.00 Ghost Stalkers:
Holmesburg Prison
John and Chad investigate
Holmesburg Prison, looking into
reports of an oppressive
paranormal energy, which some
claim is related to a century of
murder.
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Highway to Hell
When a mysterious biker invites
Cynthia to a party at the Hells
Angels clubhouse, she
unwittingly enters a secret and
dangerous world. But will she
be able to escape?
01.30 Breaking Point: Ikaika
Ikaika pimps out his live-in
girlfriend. With the help of his
family and an Interventionist,
he will be presented with a
chance to leave his criminal past
behind him.
02.15 Bad Dog: Home
Wreckers
Meet misbehaving pets, from a
dog that latches onto his
owner's clothing when she
leaves for work, to three goats
that use their owner's car as a
rock climbing trail.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Cleaning
House
Kate gets the urge to declutter
so the family decides to hold a
yard sale. Meanwhile, Mady
and Cara celebrate their 14th
birthday at a trampoline park.

03.45 Suddenly Rich: Culinary
Cash Out
A chef secures a job that takes
him from struggling chef to
millionaire mogul. Plus, an outof-work New Yorker answers a
life-changing phone call.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Home
Wreckers
Meet misbehaving pets, from a
dog that latches onto his
owner's clothing when she
leaves for work, to three goats
that use their owner's car as a
rock climbing trail.

Wednesday
7 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Some Like It Hot
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hole In One
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.45 United States of Bacon:
The Big Filler Burger
Todd's first stop in Portland is a
family burger joint with a
monstrous sandwich, before he
finds an 80-year-old sausage
kitchen with a special
smokehouse.
07.08 United States of Bacon:
Chicken Fried Bacon
Todd heads to California's Bay
Area where he discovers Harlan
Sanders' original chicken recipe
and munches a massively meaty
burger at a 160 year-old milehouse.
07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Small Yard, Big
Dream
A dedicated caregiver gets her
lifelong wish of having her own
pool. The pressure is on for
Lucas to build a dream pool, but
in a small backyard.
08.15 Playhouse Masters:
Ultimate Birdhouse Treehouse
Actor Ali Landry hires Charmed
to build a chic playhouse that's
fun for the kids, and inspired by
a pigeon coop. Is it their
toughest challenge yet?

October 2020 Schedule
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

12.00 United States of Bacon:
The Death Muffin
Todd's in Atlanta to dine on a
bacon version of fried chicken
and waffles, pairs a pint of beer
with a bacon burger and gets
his bacon fill at a vintage gas
station.

14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Dream Mulligan
Lucas remodels an unusable
pool for a famous golfing family.
He creates an ocean-themed
pool with fire features, an
infinity edge and his first water
couch!

09.45 Kate Plus 8: Cleaning
House
Kate gets the urge to declutter
so the family decides to hold a
yard sale. Meanwhile, Mady
and Cara celebrate their 14th
birthday at a trampoline park.

12.23 United States of Bacon:
The Porker
Todd meets the bacon
champions of Detroit, meets the
creators of an all-pork sandwich
and heads to the oldest bar in
town to visit a bacon-obsessed
chef.

15.00 Playhouse Masters:
Lake Cabin Playhouse
Tyson and Audy create a water
sports playhouse - one of their
biggest projects - with a bridge
and a lake view. It's for Tyson's
family, so the pressure is on!

10.30 Suddenly Rich: Culinary
Cash Out
A chef secures a job that takes
him from struggling chef to
millionaire mogul. Plus, an outof-work New Yorker answers a
life-changing phone call.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Rags To Riches
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Power Couples
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 80
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
13.30 Bad Dog: Down and
Dirty Dogs
From a beagle that irritates a
family by digging under the
house, to a cat burglar that
steals fish from the freezer, how
far can pets push their owners?
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PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Kate's Most
Memorable Moments
Kate reflects on many of the
family experiences that have
made us laugh, cry and
sometimes cringe and opens up
on the struggles of being a
single mum.
16.40 Suddenly Rich: Going
Viral
A couple cling to love through a
tough situation and reap the
reward of their loyalty. Plus, a
teenager bags more than just
groceries when a snapshot goes
viral.

October 2020 Schedule
17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Rags To Riches
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 80
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Power Couples
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Dream Mulligan
Lucas remodels an unusable
pool for a famous golfing family.
He creates an ocean-themed
pool with fire features, an
infinity edge and his first water
couch!

18.20 United States of Bacon:
The Death Muffin
Todd's in Atlanta to dine on a
bacon version of fried chicken
and waffles, pairs a pint of beer
with a bacon burger and gets
his bacon fill at a vintage gas
station.

20.50 Playhouse Masters:
Lake Cabin Playhouse
Tyson and Audy create a water
sports playhouse - one of their
biggest projects - with a bridge
and a lake view. It's for Tyson's
family, so the pressure is on!

18.45 United States of Bacon:
The Porker
Todd meets the bacon
champions of Detroit, meets the
creators of an all-pork sandwich
and heads to the oldest bar in
town to visit a bacon-obsessed
chef.

21.40 Ghost Stalkers: Farrar
School
News of violent hauntings, evil
entities, and child spirits has
John and Chad searching for a
portal at the Farrar
Schoolhouse. But what will they
discover?
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22.30 Deadly Devotion: Gypsy
Seduction
At 85 years old, Andrew Vlasto
marries a beautiful and much
younger woman who draws him
into the shadowy world of a
Romani gypsy crime clan. But
has his lust got the better of
him?
PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Cheryl
Cheryl, 27, is an aspiring model and a gang member. With
nowhere else to turn, her family
enlists a team of
interventionists to help lead her
in the right direction.
00.00 Ghost Stalkers: Farrar
School
News of violent hauntings, evil
entities, and child spirits has
John and Chad searching for a
portal at the Farrar
Schoolhouse. But what will they
discover?
00.45 Deadly Devotion: Gypsy
Seduction
At 85 years old, Andrew Vlasto
marries a beautiful and much
younger woman who draws him
into the shadowy world of a
Romani gypsy crime clan. But
has his lust got the better of
him?

October 2020 Schedule
01.30 Breaking Point: Cheryl
Cheryl, 27, is an aspiring model and a gang member. With
nowhere else to turn, her family
enlists a team of
interventionists to help lead her
in the right direction.

05.15 Bad Dog: Down and
Dirty Dogs
From a beagle that irritates a
family by digging under the
house, to a cat burglar that
steals fish from the freezer, how
far can pets push their owners?

02.15 Bad Dog: Down and
Dirty Dogs
From a beagle that irritates a
family by digging under the
house, to a cat burglar that
steals fish from the freezer, how
far can pets push their owners?

Thursday
8 October 2020

03.00 Kate Plus 8: Kate's Most
Memorable Moments
Kate reflects on many of the
family experiences that have
made us laugh, cry and
sometimes cringe and opens up
on the struggles of being a
single mum.
03.45 Suddenly Rich: Going
Viral
A couple cling to love through a
tough situation and reap the
reward of their loyalty. Plus, a
teenager bags more than just
groceries when a snapshot goes
viral.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 80
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Rags To Riches
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Power Couples
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.45 United States of Bacon:
The Death Muffin
Todd's in Atlanta to dine on a
bacon version of fried chicken
and waffles, pairs a pint of beer
with a bacon burger and gets
his bacon fill at a vintage gas
station.
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07.08 United States of Bacon:
The Porker
Todd meets the bacon
champions of Detroit, meets the
creators of an all-pork sandwich
and heads to the oldest bar in
town to visit a bacon-obsessed
chef.
07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Dream Mulligan
Lucas remodels an unusable
pool for a famous golfing family.
He creates an ocean-themed
pool with fire features, an
infinity edge and his first water
couch!
08.15 Playhouse Masters:
Lake Cabin Playhouse
Tyson and Audy create a water
sports playhouse - one of their
biggest projects - with a bridge
and a lake view. It's for Tyson's
family, so the pressure is on!
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 80
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: Kate's Most
Memorable Moments
Kate reflects on many of the
family experiences that have
made us laugh, cry and
sometimes cringe and opens up
on the struggles of being a
single mum.

October 2020 Schedule
10.30 Suddenly Rich: Going
Viral
A couple cling to love through a
tough situation and reap the
reward of their loyalty. Plus, a
teenager bags more than just
groceries when a snapshot goes
viral.

12.23 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Jar-B-Que
Todd explores Charm City's
bacon obsession. The first stop's
signature: skewers of bacon
bliss. Todd then samples a
classic Baltimore delicacy, with
a bacon twist.

15.00 Playhouse Masters:
Ghost Train Playhouse
Tyson and Audy make spooky
playhouse on a strict budget,
repurposing an unsold
playhouse into a crooked
mansion with a haunted train
crashing into it!

11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry Eyes
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 81
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: School's Out
The Gosselins are heading to
Florida for some beach time and
to enjoy the waves. They will
also need teamwork to get out
of an escape room in time.

11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Eat To Win
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
12.00 United States of Bacon:
The Jack Back Sammie
Todd travels to Los Angeles and
slices into a savoury pepper
steak with sizzling bacon. He
also takes a seat inside a
smokehouse to experience
Cajun style.

13.30 Bad Dog: Copy Cats and
Double Trouble
More misbehaving pets
including a cat that swats
alligators back into the swamp,
a dog that steals coffee and a
monkey that rides the family
dog.
PREMIERE
14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: From Mild To Wild
Lucas delivers the most epic
pool he's ever built. He
transforms an ordinary
backyard into two different
pools with a treehouse with a
theme park-sized slide!
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16.40 Suddenly Rich: Hide
Your Kids Hide Your Wife
Betsy Gibson finds that
someone else's trash can be her
treasure in more ways than one.
Plus, a shop owner stores his
hope in the right place.
17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry Eyes
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Eat To Win
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

October 2020 Schedule
18.20 United States of Bacon:
The Jack Back Sammie
Todd travels to Los Angeles and
slices into a savoury pepper
steak with sizzling bacon. He
also takes a seat inside a
smokehouse to experience
Cajun style.

20.50 Playhouse Masters:
Ghost Train Playhouse
Tyson and Audy make spooky
playhouse on a strict budget,
repurposing an unsold
playhouse into a crooked
mansion with a haunted train
crashing into it!

00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Temple of Doom
Steve thinks he's found his
calling among the peaceful Hare
Krishna community. But when
he defies a despotic guru, he
learns that ultimate devotion
has a dark side.

18.45 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Jar-B-Que
Todd explores Charm City's
bacon obsession. The first stop's
signature: skewers of bacon
bliss. Todd then samples a
classic Baltimore delicacy, with
a bacon twist.

21.40 Diagnose Me: Possessed
by Demons
A businesswoman suddenly
seems to become possessed by
demons. Plus, a student battles
monstrous pain when she grows
fingernails out of her hair
follicles.

01.30 Breaking Point: Sahara
Sahara, 23, is a professional
thief and a meth addict. Her
family fears for her life and calls
a team of interventionists. But
will she accept help?

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 81
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Temple of Doom
Steve thinks he's found his
calling among the peaceful Hare
Krishna community. But when
he defies a despotic guru, he
learns that ultimate devotion
has a dark side.

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: From Mild To Wild
Lucas delivers the most epic
pool he's ever built. He
transforms an ordinary
backyard into two different
pools with a treehouse with a
theme park-sized slide!

PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Sahara
Sahara, 23, is a professional
thief and a meth addict. Her
family fears for her life and calls
a team of interventionists. But
will she accept help?
00.00 Diagnose Me: Possessed
by Demons
A businesswoman suddenly
seems to become possessed by
demons. Plus, a student battles
monstrous pain when she grows
fingernails out of her hair
follicles.
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02.15 Bad Dog: Copy Cats and
Double Trouble
More misbehaving pets
including a cat that swats
alligators back into the swamp,
a dog that steals coffee and a
monkey that rides the family
dog.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: School's Out
The Gosselins are heading to
Florida for some beach time and
to enjoy the waves. They will
also need teamwork to get out
of an escape room in time.
03.45 Suddenly Rich: Hide
Your Kids Hide Your Wife
Betsy Gibson finds that
someone else's trash can be her
treasure in more ways than one.
Plus, a shop owner stores his
hope in the right place.

October 2020 Schedule
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 81
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

06.45 United States of Bacon:
The Jack Back Sammie
Todd travels to Los Angeles and
slices into a savoury pepper
steak with sizzling bacon. He
also takes a seat inside a
smokehouse to experience
Cajun style.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 81
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

05.15 Bad Dog: Copy Cats and
Double Trouble
More misbehaving pets
including a cat that swats
alligators back into the swamp,
a dog that steals coffee and a
monkey that rides the family
dog.

07.08 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Jar-B-Que
Todd explores Charm City's
bacon obsession. The first stop's
signature: skewers of bacon
bliss. Todd then samples a
classic Baltimore delicacy, with
a bacon twist.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: School's Out
The Gosselins are heading to
Florida for some beach time and
to enjoy the waves. They will
also need teamwork to get out
of an escape room in time.

Friday
9 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry Eyes
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Eat To Win
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: From Mild To Wild
Lucas delivers the most epic
pool he's ever built. He
transforms an ordinary
backyard into two different
pools with a treehouse with a
theme park-sized slide!
08.15 Playhouse Masters:
Ghost Train Playhouse
Tyson and Audy make spooky
playhouse on a strict budget,
repurposing an unsold
playhouse into a crooked
mansion with a haunted train
crashing into it!
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10.30 Suddenly Rich: Hide
Your Kids Hide Your Wife
Betsy Gibson finds that
someone else's trash can be her
treasure in more ways than one.
Plus, a shop owner stores his
hope in the right place.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Breadly Combinations
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Thanksgiving Winners
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

October 2020 Schedule
12.00 United States of Bacon:
Turbacon Sandwich
Todd is in the city of brotherly
love for all things bacon. His
journey includes bacon tacos,
bacon burgers, and even a
bacon Bloody Mary.
12.23 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Seahorse
Todd shares his bacon
obsession with Pittsburgh,
where he samples a pizza fully
loaded with fries, chili and
bacon and an institution that
turns into bacon heaven.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 82
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
13.30 Bad Dog: Naughty by
Nature
From a Houdini hound to a
cunning fat cat to a rascally pet
raccoon, how far pets can pets
push their owners and still get
unconditional love?

PREMIERE
15.00 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Zac Brown & Kellie Pickler
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Breadly Combinations
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

PREMIERE
15.25 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Thanksgiving Winners
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Florida Fun
Kate and some of the kids try
deep sea fishing again, but sea
sickness takes over. Plus, Mady
and Cara look up recipes to
cook the family a healthy
dinner.

18.20 United States of Bacon:
Turbacon Sandwich
Todd is in the city of brotherly
love for all things bacon. His
journey includes bacon tacos,
bacon burgers, and even a
bacon Bloody Mary.

16.40 Suddenly Royal: Are We
Heir Yet?
David Howe makes a huge
discovery - he's heir to the
throne of the Isle of Man. The
American moves his family 3000
miles to find out what it means
to be royalty.

14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Pool-a-Vida
In Florida, Lucas builds the
ultimate jungle backyard. It
includes a beach volleyball
court, a huge swim-in grotto,
and a spa with a giant water
wall and a rain curtain.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 82
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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18.45 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Seahorse
Todd shares his bacon
obsession with Pittsburgh,
where he samples a pizza fully
loaded with fries, chili and
bacon and an institution that
turns into bacon heaven.

October 2020 Schedule
20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Pool-a-Vida
In Florida, Lucas builds the
ultimate jungle backyard. It
includes a beach volleyball
court, a huge swim-in grotto,
and a spa with a giant water
wall and a rain curtain.
20.50 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Zac Brown & Kellie Pickler
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
21.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
21.40 Diagnose Me: Too Loud
to Live
A mother becomes a recluse
when every sound becomes
deafeningly loud. Plus, a man's
career is in jeopardy when he
gets drunk without touching a
drop of alcohol.
22.30 Deadly Devotion: The
Preacher's Wives
Joy becomes the second wife of
pastor Sean Goff, who will go to
any length to keep Joy's
independent streak from
threatening his fledgling
polygamist flock.

PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Chris
Chris is a heroin dealer from
Detroit with a rap sheet dating
back 25 years. He's desperate to
see his family and also re-up his
supply. Will he accept the help
he needs?
00.00 Diagnose Me: Too Loud
to Live
A mother becomes a recluse
when every sound becomes
deafeningly loud. Plus, a man's
career is in jeopardy when he
gets drunk without touching a
drop of alcohol.
00.45 Deadly Devotion: The
Preacher's Wives
Joy becomes the second wife of
pastor Sean Goff, who will go to
any length to keep Joy's
independent streak from
threatening his fledgling
polygamist flock.
01.30 Breaking Point: Chris
Chris is a heroin dealer from
Detroit with a rap sheet dating
back 25 years. He's desperate to
see his family and also re-up his
supply. Will he accept the help
he needs?
02.15 Bad Dog: Naughty by
Nature
From a Houdini hound to a
cunning fat cat to a rascally pet
raccoon, how far pets can pets
push their owners and still get
unconditional love?
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03.00 Kate Plus 8: Florida Fun
Kate and some of the kids try
deep sea fishing again, but sea
sickness takes over. Plus, Mady
and Cara look up recipes to
cook the family a healthy
dinner.
03.45 Suddenly Royal: Are We
Heir Yet?
David Howe makes a huge
discovery - he's heir to the
throne of the Isle of Man. The
American moves his family 3000
miles to find out what it means
to be royalty.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 82
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Naughty by
Nature
From a Houdini hound to a
cunning fat cat to a rascally pet
raccoon, how far pets can pets
push their owners and still get
unconditional love?

October 2020 Schedule
Saturday
10 October 2020
06.00 Bad Dog: Home
Wreckers
Meet misbehaving pets, from a
dog that latches onto his
owner's clothing when she
leaves for work, to three goats
that use their owner's car as a
rock climbing trail.
06.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
07.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
08.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 80
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 81
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 82
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Holy Cow!
Robert Irvine is in Campton,
New Hampshire to help
divorced co-owners. When he
arrives, they are on their best
behaviour so Robert consults
behind-the-scenes footage.
11.15 Restaurant: Impossible:
No Laughing Matter
A stand-up comedian and
owner of a failing restaurant
spends more time telling jokes
than managing his business. Can
Robert Irvine save the eatery?
12.00 Suddenly Rich: Role Of
A Lifetime
A pair of jobless actors get the
star treatment from a fan
showing his love in a startling
way. Plus, renovating a humble
cottage leads to a shocking
discovery.
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12.45 Suddenly Rich: Culinary
Cash Out
A chef secures a job that takes
him from struggling chef to
millionaire mogul. Plus, an outof-work New Yorker answers a
life-changing phone call.
13.30 Suddenly Rich: Going
Viral
A couple cling to love through a
tough situation and reap the
reward of their loyalty. Plus, a
teenager bags more than just
groceries when a snapshot goes
viral.
14.15 Suddenly Rich: Hide
Your Kids Hide Your Wife
Betsy Gibson finds that
someone else's trash can be her
treasure in more ways than one.
Plus, a shop owner stores his
hope in the right place.
15.00 Suddenly Royal: Are We
Heir Yet?
David Howe makes a huge
discovery - he's heir to the
throne of the Isle of Man. The
American moves his family 3000
miles to find out what it means
to be royalty.
15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Holy Cow!
Robert Irvine is in Campton,
New Hampshire to help
divorced co-owners. When he
arrives, they are on their best
behaviour so Robert consults
behind-the-scenes footage.

October 2020 Schedule
16.40 Restaurant: Impossible:
No Laughing Matter
A stand-up comedian and
owner of a failing restaurant
spends more time telling jokes
than managing his business. Can
Robert Irvine save the eatery?

20.50 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Zac Brown & Kellie Pickler
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.30 Playhouse Masters:
Playhouse To The Stars
Tyson and Audy hit Hollywood
with actress Alana de la Garza,
who wants an observatorythemed playhouse for her kids.
With limited space, creativity is
key!

21.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

18.20 Playhouse Masters:
Ultimate Birdhouse Treehouse
Actor Ali Landry hires Charmed
to build a chic playhouse that's
fun for the kids, and inspired by
a pigeon coop. Is it their
toughest challenge yet?
19.10 Playhouse Masters:
Lake Cabin Playhouse
Tyson and Audy create a water
sports playhouse - one of their
biggest projects - with a bridge
and a lake view. It's for Tyson's
family, so the pressure is on!
20.00 Playhouse Masters:
Ghost Train Playhouse
Tyson and Audy make spooky
playhouse on a strict budget,
repurposing an unsold
playhouse into a crooked
mansion with a haunted train
crashing into it!

21.40 Ghost Stalkers:
Holmesburg Prison
John and Chad investigate
Holmesburg Prison, looking into
reports of an oppressive
paranormal energy, which some
claim is related to a century of
murder.
22.30 Deadly Devotion: The
Bad Samaritans
Allen finds purpose in life when
he joins a New Age cult. But
when he is convinced to move
into their monastery by the
cult's leader, will he be able to
leave?
23.15 Deadly Devotion:
Highway to Hell
When a mysterious biker invites
Cynthia to a party at the Hells
Angels clubhouse, she
unwittingly enters a secret and
dangerous world. But will she
be able to escape?
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00.00 Deadly Devotion: Gypsy
Seduction
At 85 years old, Andrew Vlasto
marries a beautiful and much
younger woman who draws him
into the shadowy world of a
Romani gypsy crime clan. But
has his lust got the better of
him?
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Temple of Doom
Steve thinks he's found his
calling among the peaceful Hare
Krishna community. But when
he defies a despotic guru, he
learns that ultimate devotion
has a dark side.
01.30 Dogs 101: Episode 4
Meet the sea rescue dogs that
leap from helicopters to save
people from drowning; the
Belgian Malinois that guards the
President; and the cat-like,
pocket-sized Mi-ki.
02.15 Bad Dog: Home
Wreckers
Meet misbehaving pets, from a
dog that latches onto his
owner's clothing when she
leaves for work, to three goats
that use their owner's car as a
rock climbing trail.
03.00 Bad Dog: Down and
Dirty Dogs
From a beagle that irritates a
family by digging under the
house, to a cat burglar that
steals fish from the freezer, how
far can pets push their owners?

October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Bad Dog: Copy Cats and
Double Trouble
More misbehaving pets
including a cat that swats
alligators back into the swamp,
a dog that steals coffee and a
monkey that rides the family
dog.

06.45 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: What's Up Dock?
Lucas builds a giant pool for a
friend. He creates a dream
backyard with a dock, large
cascading waterfalls, firepit and
an audio-visual entertainment
swim-up bar!

09.45 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Pool-a-Vida
In Florida, Lucas builds the
ultimate jungle backyard. It
includes a beach volleyball
court, a huge swim-in grotto,
and a spa with a giant water
wall and a rain curtain.

04.30 Bad Dog: Naughty by
Nature
From a Houdini hound to a
cunning fat cat to a rascally pet
raccoon, how far pets can pets
push their owners and still get
unconditional love?

07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Small Yard, Big
Dream
A dedicated caregiver gets her
lifelong wish of having her own
pool. The pressure is on for
Lucas to build a dream pool, but
in a small backyard.

10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Take It Or Leave It
A single mother in Titusville,
Pennsylvania threatens to sell
her failing restaurant. But,
Robert Irvine calls her bluff and
offers to buy out the owner.

05.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

Sunday
11 October 2020
06.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

08.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Dream Mulligan
Lucas remodels an unusable
pool for a famous golfing family.
He creates an ocean-themed
pool with fire features, an
infinity edge and his first water
couch!
09.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: From Mild To Wild
Lucas delivers the most epic
pool he's ever built. He
transforms an ordinary
backyard into two different
pools with a treehouse with a
theme park-sized slide!

12.00 United States of Bacon:
Pork Wings
Todd's in Milwaukee where he
samples a peanut butter and
bacon burger, checks out Bacon
Happy Hour and visits a diner
with monstrous breakfast
plates.
12.23 United States of Bacon:
The Bacon "Turtle" Burger
Todd hits one of the country's
biggest bacon festivals in the
Windy City, stopping at a 50year-old institution for a deepdish pizza packed with meat.
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11.15 Restaurant: Impossible:
Spicing Things Up
A failing Vietnamese restaurant
in Falls Church, Virginia
desperately needs Robert
Irvine's help. The staff, food and
restaurant need to improve
fast!

October 2020 Schedule
12.45 United States of Bacon:
The Big Filler Burger
Todd's first stop in Portland is a
family burger joint with a
monstrous sandwich, before he
finds an 80-year-old sausage
kitchen with a special
smokehouse.

14.15 United States of Bacon:
The Jack Back Sammie
Todd travels to Los Angeles and
slices into a savoury pepper
steak with sizzling bacon. He
also takes a seat inside a
smokehouse to experience
Cajun style.

16.40 Restaurant: Impossible:
Spicing Things Up
A failing Vietnamese restaurant
in Falls Church, Virginia
desperately needs Robert
Irvine's help. The staff, food and
restaurant need to improve
fast!

13.08 United States of Bacon:
Chicken Fried Bacon
Todd heads to California's Bay
Area where he discovers Harlan
Sanders' original chicken recipe
and munches a massively meaty
burger at a 160 year-old milehouse.

14.38 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Jar-B-Que
Todd explores Charm City's
bacon obsession. The first stop's
signature: skewers of bacon
bliss. Todd then samples a
classic Baltimore delicacy, with
a bacon twist.

17.30 Kate Plus 8: The Room
Project
The Gosselins are flipping their
house upside-down! Mady and
Cara get their own rooms, while
the little girls are moving
upstairs and the boys down.

13.30 United States of Bacon:
The Death Muffin
Todd's in Atlanta to dine on a
bacon version of fried chicken
and waffles, pairs a pint of beer
with a bacon burger and gets
his bacon fill at a vintage gas
station.
13.53 United States of Bacon:
The Porker
Todd meets the bacon
champions of Detroit, meets the
creators of an all-pork sandwich
and heads to the oldest bar in
town to visit a bacon-obsessed
chef.

15.00 United States of Bacon:
Turbacon Sandwich
Todd is in the city of brotherly
love for all things bacon. His
journey includes bacon tacos,
bacon burgers, and even a
bacon Bloody Mary.
15.25 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Seahorse
Todd shares his bacon
obsession with Pittsburgh,
where he samples a pizza fully
loaded with fries, chili and
bacon and an institution that
turns into bacon heaven.
15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Take It Or Leave It
A single mother in Titusville,
Pennsylvania threatens to sell
her failing restaurant. But,
Robert Irvine calls her bluff and
offers to buy out the owner.
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18.20 Kate Plus 8: Cleaning
House
Kate gets the urge to declutter
so the family decides to hold a
yard sale. Meanwhile, Mady
and Cara celebrate their 14th
birthday at a trampoline park.
19.10 Kate Plus 8: Kate's Most
Memorable Moments
Kate reflects on many of the
family experiences that have
made us laugh, cry and
sometimes cringe and opens up
on the struggles of being a
single mum.
20.00 Kate Plus 8: School's Out
The Gosselins are heading to
Florida for some beach time and
to enjoy the waves. They will
also need teamwork to get out
of an escape room in time.

October 2020 Schedule
20.50 Kate Plus 8: Florida Fun
Kate and some of the kids try
deep sea fishing again, but sea
sickness takes over. Plus, Mady
and Cara look up recipes to
cook the family a healthy
dinner.
21.40 Ghost Stalkers: Farrar
School
News of violent hauntings, evil
entities, and child spirits has
John and Chad searching for a
portal at the Farrar
Schoolhouse. But what will they
discover?
22.30 Breaking Point: Pierce
Pierce regularly engages in
petty theft to support his meth
habit. His addiction has taken a
tremendous toll on his family,
and now it's time for them to
intervene.
23.15 Breaking Point: Ikaika
Ikaika pimps out his live-in
girlfriend. With the help of his
family and an Interventionist,
he will be presented with a
chance to leave his criminal past
behind him.
00.00 Breaking Point: Cheryl
Cheryl, 27, is an aspiring model and a gang member. With
nowhere else to turn, her family
enlists a team of
interventionists to help lead her
in the right direction.

00.45 Breaking Point: Sahara
Sahara, 23, is a professional
thief and a meth addict. Her
family fears for her life and calls
a team of interventionists. But
will she accept help?
01.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 78
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
02.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 79
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
03.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 80
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
03.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 81
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 82
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Down and
Dirty Dogs
From a beagle that irritates a
family by digging under the
house, to a cat burglar that
steals fish from the freezer, how
far can pets push their owners?

Monday
12 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Breadly Combinations
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Thanksgiving Winners
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

October 2020 Schedule
06.45 United States of Bacon:
Turbacon Sandwich
Todd is in the city of brotherly
love for all things bacon. His
journey includes bacon tacos,
bacon burgers, and even a
bacon Bloody Mary.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 82
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Winter Wedding
Three cake decorators compete
to create the ultimate winter
wonderland wedding cake. They
have nine hours to make their
incredibly inventive and unique
cake designs come to life.

07.08 United States of Bacon:
Bacon Seahorse
Todd shares his bacon
obsession with Pittsburgh,
where he samples a pizza fully
loaded with fries, chili and
bacon and an institution that
turns into bacon heaven.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: Florida Fun
Kate and some of the kids try
deep sea fishing again, but sea
sickness takes over. Plus, Mady
and Cara look up recipes to
cook the family a healthy
dinner.

07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Pool-a-Vida
In Florida, Lucas builds the
ultimate jungle backyard. It
includes a beach volleyball
court, a huge swim-in grotto,
and a spa with a giant water
wall and a rain curtain.

10.30 Suddenly Royal: Are We
Heir Yet?
David Howe makes a huge
discovery - he's heir to the
throne of the Isle of Man. The
American moves his family 3000
miles to find out what it means
to be royalty.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

08.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Zac Brown & Kellie Pickler
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
The Kitchen Of Good And Evil
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

08.38 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Eat Your Words
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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13.30 Bad Dog: Doggy Divas
and Cat Burglars
A look at naughty pets from
around the world, including a
sleepy bulldog and a cat living
the life of crime, who push their
owners to the limits.
14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Rocks Of Love
Lucas creates a Mediterranean
backyard resort with a
Caribbean twist. The team
builds a paradise with a 30person hot tub, over 10 fire
features, and an outdoor gym.
15.00 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

October 2020 Schedule
PREMIERE
15.25 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Timbaland & Simon Cowell
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Winter Wedding
Three cake decorators compete
to create the ultimate winter
wonderland wedding cake. They
have nine hours to make their
incredibly inventive and unique
cake designs come to life.

21.40 Diagnose Me: All in Her
Head
A dad is accused of child abuse
when doctors discover his baby
has broken bones. Plus, a
teenage girl is unable to eat and
is wasting away before her
mother's eyes.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: What's Old
is New
Mady is growing up and
developing her own interests,
so Kate takes her antiquing. The
kids compete in a culinary cookoff with Kate as judge.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

22.30 Deadly Devotion: Killer
Party
Andre moves to New York,
longing to belong to the
outrageous party world of
Michael Alig's Club Kids. But his
dream soon turns into a drugfuelled nightmare.

16.40 Suddenly Royal: Rub-ADub-Dub, One King in a Tub
The Howe's first day on the Isle
of Man brings them face-to-face
with sceptical locals. It's sink or
swim for King Drew at the
annual Tin Bath Race.

20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Rocks Of Love
Lucas creates a Mediterranean
backyard resort with a
Caribbean twist. The team
builds a paradise with a 30person hot tub, over 10 fire
features, and an outdoor gym.

PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Bianca
Bianca, a 22-year-old from a
dangerous neighbourhood in
the Bronx, is the daughter of a
convicted criminal who taught
her how to sell drugs and steal.
Will she accept help?

20.50 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

00.00 Diagnose Me: All in Her
Head
A dad is accused of child abuse
when doctors discover his baby
has broken bones. Plus, a
teenage girl is unable to eat and
is wasting away before her
mother's eyes.

17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
The Kitchen Of Good And Evil
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Eat Your Words
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

21.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Timbaland & Simon Cowell
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
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October 2020 Schedule
00.45 Deadly Devotion: Killer
Party
Andre moves to New York,
longing to belong to the
outrageous party world of
Michael Alig's Club Kids. But his
dream soon turns into a drugfuelled nightmare.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Winter Wedding
Three cake decorators compete
to create the ultimate winter
wonderland wedding cake. They
have nine hours to make their
incredibly inventive and unique
cake designs come to life.

01.30 Breaking Point: Bianca
Bianca, a 22-year-old from a
dangerous neighbourhood in
the Bronx, is the daughter of a
convicted criminal who taught
her how to sell drugs and steal.
Will she accept help?

05.15 Bad Dog: Doggy Divas
and Cat Burglars
A look at naughty pets from
around the world, including a
sleepy bulldog and a cat living
the life of crime, who push their
owners to the limits.

07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Rocks Of Love
Lucas creates a Mediterranean
backyard resort with a
Caribbean twist. The team
builds a paradise with a 30person hot tub, over 10 fire
features, and an outdoor gym.

02.15 Bad Dog: Doggy Divas
and Cat Burglars
A look at naughty pets from
around the world, including a
sleepy bulldog and a cat living
the life of crime, who push their
owners to the limits.

Tuesday
13 October 2020

03.00 Kate Plus 8: What's Old
is New
Mady is growing up and
developing her own interests,
so Kate takes her antiquing. The
kids compete in a culinary cookoff with Kate as judge.
03.45 Suddenly Royal: Rub-ADub-Dub, One King in a Tub
The Howe's first day on the Isle
of Man brings them face-to-face
with sceptical locals. It's sink or
swim for King Drew at the
annual Tin Bath Race.

06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
The Kitchen Of Good And Evil
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Eat Your Words
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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08.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
08.38 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Timbaland & Simon Cowell
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

October 2020 Schedule
09.45 Kate Plus 8: What's Old
is New
Mady is growing up and
developing her own interests,
so Kate takes her antiquing. The
kids compete in a culinary cookoff with Kate as judge.
10.30 Suddenly Royal: Rub-ADub-Dub, One King in a Tub
The Howe's first day on the Isle
of Man brings them face-to-face
with sceptical locals. It's sink or
swim for King Drew at the
annual Tin Bath Race.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Up In The Air
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
State Fare
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
12.00 Ultimate Cake Off: Top
Dogs
Three master cake builders
compete to build the most
impressive cake for the
American Kennel Club's
prestigious Agility Invitational,
and take home the $10,000
prize.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.25 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Shaq And The U.S. Olympic
Gymnastics
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

13.30 Bad Dog: Picky Pets And
Pet Peeves
Meet more precocious pets
including a curious cat, a camel
that mauls cars and a terrier
that buries burgers. Who will be
crowned the baddest of the
bad?

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Green
Thumb Gosselins
Summer projects are in full
force and the Gosselins take on
landscaping. The family make
time for lemonade, yoga and an
unexpected burial.

14.15 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Ultimate Backyard
Paradises
Lucas revisits five of his
favourite builds and families. He
and his team reveal their neverbefore-seen, most outrageous
backyard creations.

16.40 Suddenly Royal: Royal
Charm School
The Howes undertake etiquette
training to woo the upper crust
on the Isle of Man. But, their
makeover alone may not
impress the Isle's most
influential family.

PREMIERE
15.00 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Bret Michaels, Trace Adkins
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Up In The Air
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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October 2020 Schedule
17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
State Fare
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off: Top
Dogs
Three master cake builders
compete to build the most
impressive cake for the
American Kennel Club's
prestigious Agility Invitational,
and take home the $10,000
prize.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Ultimate Backyard
Paradises
Lucas revisits five of his
favourite builds and families. He
and his team reveal their neverbefore-seen, most outrageous
backyard creations.

20.50 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Bret Michaels, Trace Adkins
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

00.00 Diagnose Me: Ballerina
Interrupted
A doctor is bedridden when she
can't diagnose her own lifethreatening illness. Meanwhile,
a young ballerina mysteriously
loses the use of her legs.

21.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Shaq And The U.S. Olympic
Gymnastics
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

00.45 Deadly Devotion: Bet
Your Life
Doris savours the perks of being
married to the King Bookie of
Houston's underground
gambling world. But will her
high stakes marriage leave her
bust?

21.40 Diagnose Me: Ballerina
Interrupted
A doctor is bedridden when she
can't diagnose her own lifethreatening illness. Meanwhile,
a young ballerina mysteriously
loses the use of her legs.

01.30 Breaking Point: Mandy
Mandy is a prostitute, and
services up to ten clients a day
to feed her heroin addiction.
With her drug habit becoming
more intense, will her family
finally step up?

22.30 Deadly Devotion: Bet
Your Life
Doris savours the perks of being
married to the King Bookie of
Houston's underground
gambling world. But will her
high stakes marriage leave her
bust?

02.15 Bad Dog: Picky Pets And
Pet Peeves
Meet more precocious pets
including a curious cat, a camel
that mauls cars and a terrier
that buries burgers. Who will be
crowned the baddest of the
bad?

PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Mandy
Mandy is a prostitute, and
services up to ten clients a day
to feed her heroin addiction.
With her drug habit becoming
more intense, will her family
finally step up?

03.00 Kate Plus 8: Green
Thumb Gosselins
Summer projects are in full
force and the Gosselins take on
landscaping. The family make
time for lemonade, yoga and an
unexpected burial.
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October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Suddenly Royal: Royal
Charm School
The Howes undertake etiquette
training to woo the upper crust
on the Isle of Man. But, their
makeover alone may not
impress the Isle's most
influential family.

06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
State Fare
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

08.38 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Shaq And The U.S. Olympic
Gymnastics
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

06.45 Ultimate Cake Off: Top
Dogs
Three master cake builders
compete to build the most
impressive cake for the
American Kennel Club's
prestigious Agility Invitational,
and take home the $10,000
prize.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

05.15 Bad Dog: Picky Pets And
Pet Peeves
Meet more precocious pets
including a curious cat, a camel
that mauls cars and a terrier
that buries burgers. Who will be
crowned the baddest of the
bad?

Wednesday
14 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Up In The Air
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Ultimate Backyard
Paradises
Lucas revisits five of his
favourite builds and families. He
and his team reveal their neverbefore-seen, most outrageous
backyard creations.
08.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Bret Michaels, Trace Adkins
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

10.30 Suddenly Royal: Royal
Charm School
The Howes undertake etiquette
training to woo the upper crust
on the Isle of Man. But, their
makeover alone may not
impress the Isle's most
influential family.
11.15 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Carnie Knowledge
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
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09.45 Kate Plus 8: Green
Thumb Gosselins
Summer projects are in full
force and the Gosselins take on
landscaping. The family make
time for lemonade, yoga and an
unexpected burial.

October 2020 Schedule
11.38 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry Eyes
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

PREMIERE
14.15 Genevieve's
Renovation: Breaking Ground
Genevieve buys the rundown
place next door to make more
space for her daughter, Bebelle.
She has a clever plan to connect
the two apartments into one.

12.00 Ultimate Cake Off: The
Nutcracker Sweet
Three talented cake artists have
nine hours to build the biggest
cake of their lives! They
compete to make a cake for the
Long Beach Ballet's
performance of 'The
Nutcracker'.

PREMIERE
14.38 Genevieve's
Renovation: Busting Through
A hidden pipe threatens
Genevieve's plan to join the two
apartments. She calls on a
friend to investigate and get this
complicated renovation back on
track.

16.40 Suddenly Royal: King of
the Road
The Howes embark on an Isle
RV trip but get an unexpected
surprise. Drew realizes the
family must move to the Isle
permanently to be accepted as
Royals.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 85
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.00 Celebrity Motor Homes:
John Rich & Robert Downey Jr.
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.30 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Carnie Knowledge
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

PREMIERE
15.25 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Christina Aguilera And Hanson
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.55 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry Eyes
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

13.30 Bad Dog: Hard Heads
Features a cat that has too
much catnip and knocks over
the Christmas tree, a dog that
ends up inside a toaster oven
and a pet skunk that always gets
her way.
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PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Deck Party
Kate Gosselin's famous
sextuplets and twins are
growing up fast! Follow the
family as they tackle daily
challenges and adventures in a
summer full of travel and family
fun.

October 2020 Schedule
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off: The
Nutcracker Sweet
Three talented cake artists have
nine hours to build the biggest
cake of their lives! They
compete to make a cake for the
Long Beach Ballet's
performance of 'The
Nutcracker'.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 85
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Genevieve's
Renovation: Breaking Ground
Genevieve buys the rundown
place next door to make more
space for her daughter, Bebelle.
She has a clever plan to connect
the two apartments into one.
20.25 Genevieve's
Renovation: Busting Through
A hidden pipe threatens
Genevieve's plan to join the two
apartments. She calls on a
friend to investigate and get this
complicated renovation back on
track.

21.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Christina Aguilera And Hanson
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
21.40 Diagnose Me: Hungry to
Death
A woman has seizures
whenever she hears her
favourite pop tunes. Plus, a
young athlete loses all his body
fat, even though he can't stop
eating.
22.30 Deadly Devotion: Fatal
Healing
Kirby is drawn to self-help guru
James Arthur Ray. But when she
joins James' spiritual retreat in
the desert, will Kirby be
prepared to sacrifice herself for
rebirth?
PREMIERE
23.15 Breaking Point: Katie
and Corey
Katie and Corey are a couple
with a 4-year-old son, who
shoplift, rob and deal drugs to
feed their meth addictions. Will
their family and friends be able
to save them?

00.45 Deadly Devotion: Fatal
Healing
Kirby is drawn to self-help guru
James Arthur Ray. But when she
joins James' spiritual retreat in
the desert, will Kirby be
prepared to sacrifice herself for
rebirth?
01.30 Breaking Point: Katie
and Corey
Katie and Corey are a couple
with a 4-year-old son, who
shoplift, rob and deal drugs to
feed their meth addictions. Will
their family and friends be able
to save them?
02.15 Bad Dog: Hard Heads
Features a cat that has too
much catnip and knocks over
the Christmas tree, a dog that
ends up inside a toaster oven
and a pet skunk that always gets
her way.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Deck Party
Kate Gosselin's famous
sextuplets and twins are
growing up fast! Follow the
family as they tackle daily
challenges and adventures in a
summer full of travel and family
fun.

20.50 Celebrity Motor Homes:
John Rich & Robert Downey Jr.
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
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00.00 Diagnose Me: Hungry to
Death
A woman has seizures
whenever she hears her
favourite pop tunes. Plus, a
young athlete loses all his body
fat, even though he can't stop
eating.

October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Suddenly Royal: King of
the Road
The Howes embark on an Isle
RV trip but get an unexpected
surprise. Drew realizes the
family must move to the Isle
permanently to be accepted as
Royals.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 85
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Hard Heads
Features a cat that has too
much catnip and knocks over
the Christmas tree, a dog that
ends up inside a toaster oven
and a pet skunk that always gets
her way.

Thursday
15 October 2020
06.00 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Carnie Knowledge
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.

06.23 Food: Fact Or Fiction?:
Hungry Eyes
Actor, writer, and awardwinning musician Michael
McKean explores and unmask
the mythology and fascinating
food mysteries surrounding
everyday dishes.
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off: The
Nutcracker Sweet
Three talented cake artists have
nine hours to build the biggest
cake of their lives! They
compete to make a cake for the
Long Beach Ballet's
performance of 'The
Nutcracker'.
07.30 Genevieve's
Renovation: Breaking Ground
Genevieve buys the rundown
place next door to make more
space for her daughter, Bebelle.
She has a clever plan to connect
the two apartments into one.
07.53 Genevieve's
Renovation: Busting Through
A hidden pipe threatens
Genevieve's plan to join the two
apartments. She calls on a
friend to investigate and get this
complicated renovation back on
track.
08.15 Celebrity Motor Homes:
John Rich & Robert Downey Jr.
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
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08.38 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Christina Aguilera And Hanson
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 85
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: Deck Party
Kate Gosselin's famous
sextuplets and twins are
growing up fast! Follow the
family as they tackle daily
challenges and adventures in a
summer full of travel and family
fun.
10.30 Suddenly Royal: King of
the Road
The Howes embark on an Isle
RV trip but get an unexpected
surprise. Drew realizes the
family must move to the Isle
permanently to be accepted as
Royals.
11.15 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Farm Stand
Ina loves taking food from farmto-table. Her springtime feast
includes rosemary rack of lamb
with easy tzatziki and Parmesan
roasted courgette.

October 2020 Schedule
11.38 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Seafood
Ina shares her seafood secrets
and useful tips. She makes
delicious Bay scallops ceviche,
salmon and melting cherry
tomatoes, as well as warm
lobster rolls.

PREMIERE
14.15 Genevieve's
Renovation: Suite Sanctuary
Genevieve begins her master
suite renovation, but plumbing
problems cause budget
overages. She heads to a flea
market to help make up the
difference.

12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Really Sweet 16
Master cake decorators Kathy
Scott, Bob Brougham and Beth
Ayala compete to make the
ultimate birthday cake for a
Sweet 16 birthday celebration
aboard the Scarlett Belle
Riverboat.

PREMIERE
14.38 Genevieve's
Renovation: Guest Suite
Genevieve tackles the guest
suite of her apartment. She gets
creative with cost-saving design
decisions and enlists her
bookkeeper to help with
painting.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 86
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With A Big Kitchen
Engaged couple Lauren and
Kalani leave their families'
4,000-square foot residence to
relocate to Seattle in a tiny
home.

13.30 Bad Dog: Can't Touch
This
Owners wonder about their
dog's intelligence, a balloonpopping bulldog thinks
everything belongs to her and a
cat steals from everyone in its
neighbourhood.

PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Lake Tahoe
Married couple Sean and Tara
plan to work less and live more
by moving in to a 140-square
foot tiny home with a rustic,
lived-in, cabin look.
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PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: School Prep
As summer comes to an end,
the family prepares for the kids
to go back to school. Kate takes
the kids shopping and they all
work together on one more
summer project.
16.40 Suddenly Royal: You'll
Always Be King of Our Family
With two weeks remaining on
their adventure, Drew is feeling
the pressure to cement his
claim and convince Pam to
permanently move to the isle.
17.30 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Farm Stand
Ina loves taking food from farmto-table. Her springtime feast
includes rosemary rack of lamb
with easy tzatziki and Parmesan
roasted courgette.
17.55 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Seafood
Ina shares her seafood secrets
and useful tips. She makes
delicious Bay scallops ceviche,
salmon and melting cherry
tomatoes, as well as warm
lobster rolls.

October 2020 Schedule
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Really Sweet 16
Master cake decorators Kathy
Scott, Bob Brougham and Beth
Ayala compete to make the
ultimate birthday cake for a
Sweet 16 birthday celebration
aboard the Scarlett Belle
Riverboat.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 86
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Genevieve's
Renovation: Suite Sanctuary
Genevieve begins her master
suite renovation, but plumbing
problems cause budget
overages. She heads to a flea
market to help make up the
difference.
20.25 Genevieve's
Renovation: Guest Suite
Genevieve tackles the guest
suite of her apartment. She gets
creative with cost-saving design
decisions and enlists her
bookkeeper to help with
painting.

20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With A Big Kitchen
Engaged couple Lauren and
Kalani leave their families'
4,000-square foot residence to
relocate to Seattle in a tiny
home.

00.00 Diagnose Me: Cold
Blooded
A man faces amputation when a
mystery disease turns his
extremities black. Plus, a young
woman develops paralysing
fears about ordinary objects.

21.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Lake Tahoe
Married couple Sean and Tara
plan to work less and live more
by moving in to a 140-square
foot tiny home with a rustic,
lived-in, cabin look.

00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Mormon Murders
The Averys are looking for
spiritual guidance when they
are welcomed by an offshoot
Mormon community. But little
do they realise the leader has
apocalyptic visions.

21.40 Diagnose Me: Cold
Blooded
A man faces amputation when a
mystery disease turns his
extremities black. Plus, a young
woman develops paralysing
fears about ordinary objects.
22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Mormon Murders
The Averys are looking for
spiritual guidance when they
are welcomed by an offshoot
Mormon community. But little
do they realise the leader has
apocalyptic visions.
PREMIERE
23.15 Cuff Me If You Can: The
Duke of Marion County
A runaway fugitive turns
legendary law-breaker. His
ability to outwit cops over three
states makes him the local
Robin Hood and a hero.
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01.30 Cuff Me If You Can: The
Duke of Marion County
A runaway fugitive turns
legendary law-breaker. His
ability to outwit cops over three
states makes him the local
Robin Hood and a hero.
02.15 Bad Dog: Can't Touch
This
Owners wonder about their
dog's intelligence, a balloonpopping bulldog thinks
everything belongs to her and a
cat steals from everyone in its
neighbourhood.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: School Prep
As summer comes to an end,
the family prepares for the kids
to go back to school. Kate takes
the kids shopping and they all
work together on one more
summer project.

October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Suddenly Royal: You'll
Always Be King of Our Family
With two weeks remaining on
their adventure, Drew is feeling
the pressure to cement his
claim and convince Pam to
permanently move to the isle.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 86
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Can't Touch
This
Owners wonder about their
dog's intelligence, a balloonpopping bulldog thinks
everything belongs to her and a
cat steals from everyone in its
neighbourhood.

Friday
16 October 2020
06.00 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Farm Stand
Ina loves taking food from farmto-table. Her springtime feast
includes rosemary rack of lamb
with easy tzatziki and Parmesan
roasted courgette.

06.23 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Seafood
Ina shares her seafood secrets
and useful tips. She makes
delicious Bay scallops ceviche,
salmon and melting cherry
tomatoes, as well as warm
lobster rolls.
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Really Sweet 16
Master cake decorators Kathy
Scott, Bob Brougham and Beth
Ayala compete to make the
ultimate birthday cake for a
Sweet 16 birthday celebration
aboard the Scarlett Belle
Riverboat.
07.30 Genevieve's
Renovation: Suite Sanctuary
Genevieve begins her master
suite renovation, but plumbing
problems cause budget
overages. She heads to a flea
market to help make up the
difference.
07.53 Genevieve's
Renovation: Guest Suite
Genevieve tackles the guest
suite of her apartment. She gets
creative with cost-saving design
decisions and enlists her
bookkeeper to help with
painting.
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08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With A Big Kitchen
Engaged couple Lauren and
Kalani leave their families'
4,000-square foot residence to
relocate to Seattle in a tiny
home.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Lake Tahoe
Married couple Sean and Tara
plan to work less and live more
by moving in to a 140-square
foot tiny home with a rustic,
lived-in, cabin look.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 86
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: School Prep
As summer comes to an end,
the family prepares for the kids
to go back to school. Kate takes
the kids shopping and they all
work together on one more
summer project.
10.30 Suddenly Royal: You'll
Always Be King of Our Family
With two weeks remaining on
their adventure, Drew is feeling
the pressure to cement his
claim and convince Pam to
permanently move to the isle.

October 2020 Schedule
11.15 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Tex-Mex
Entertaining
Ina loves Tex-Mex-inspired
dishes and she shares some of
her favourite recipes. She
makes a light and airy tres
leches cake and a crowdpleasing pork posole.
11.38 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Cook With
A Pro
Ina has a cooking masterclass
with three amazing chefs Natasha Pickowicz, Marie-Aude
Rose and Missy Robbins. They
make delicious recipes
together!
12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Griffith Observatory
Three cake artists are asked to
create huge edible masterpieces
for the Griffith Observatory's
75th Anniversary. Only one of
them can have their cake
showcased at the event.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 87
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

13.30 Bad Dog: Food Fiends
A dog loves all things ice cream
and another dog keeps getting
his head stuck in things. Plus, a
parrot has a habit of rapping
and swearing.
PREMIERE
14.15 Genevieve's
Renovation: Working The
Living Space
The living room and home office
present unique design
challenges for Genevieve. She
recruits a few friends to help
and ends up making some bold
choices.
PREMIERE
14.38 Genevieve's
Renovation: Kitchen Complete
Genevieve gets to work on the
final stages of her home
renovation. It's all worth it in
the end as some of her friends
show up for a dramatic reveal.
PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Engaged Couple
Tyson and Michelle build a tiny
home for newly-engaged
Indianapolis couple, Chris and
Sarah, with a Victorian design,
inspired by Sarah's childhood
home.
PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Tiny Home For Colorado Couple
Erik and his wife Amie love to
travel and plan to save money
by moving in to a tiny home.
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PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Blind Date
Deana sets Kate up on a blind
date and heads to the Big
Apple. The night includes a
fancy dinner, good conversation
and an exciting helicopter ride.
16.40 Suddenly Royal: A Job
Fit for a King
The Howes take steps for a
long-term move to the Isle.
Income is at the top of their list,
so Drew pitches himself as a
"kingly" tourist attraction.
17.30 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Tex-Mex
Entertaining
Ina loves Tex-Mex-inspired
dishes and she shares some of
her favourite recipes. She
makes a light and airy tres
leches cake and a crowdpleasing pork posole.
17.55 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Cook With
A Pro
Ina has a cooking masterclass
with three amazing chefs Natasha Pickowicz, Marie-Aude
Rose and Missy Robbins. They
make delicious recipes
together!

October 2020 Schedule
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Griffith Observatory
Three cake artists are asked to
create huge edible masterpieces
for the Griffith Observatory's
75th Anniversary. Only one of
them can have their cake
showcased at the event.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 87
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Genevieve's
Renovation: Working The
Living Space
The living room and home office
present unique design
challenges for Genevieve. She
recruits a few friends to help
and ends up making some bold
choices.
20.25 Genevieve's
Renovation: Kitchen Complete
Genevieve gets to work on the
final stages of her home
renovation. It's all worth it in
the end as some of her friends
show up for a dramatic reveal.

20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Engaged Couple
Tyson and Michelle build a tiny
home for newly-engaged
Indianapolis couple, Chris and
Sarah, with a Victorian design,
inspired by Sarah's childhood
home.
21.15 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Tiny Home For Colorado Couple
Erik and his wife Amie love to
travel and plan to save money
by moving in to a tiny home.
21.40 Diagnose Me: Model
Turned Monster
A beautiful model turns into a
raging monster. Meanwhile, a
man's life is nearly destroyed
when he can't stop burping
night and day.
22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Murder in Amish Country
Katie Gingerich's isolated Old
Order Amish community is
unequipped to protect her as
her own husband careens
towards a horrifying act of
violence.
PREMIERE
23.15 Cuff Me If You Can:
Drug Deal Gone Bad
A drug deal with a Harvard
student ends in murder, so the
culprit decides to flee town and
change his identity. But will a
name change erase the past?
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00.00 Diagnose Me: Model
Turned Monster
A beautiful model turns into a
raging monster. Meanwhile, a
man's life is nearly destroyed
when he can't stop burping
night and day.
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Murder in Amish Country
Katie Gingerich's isolated Old
Order Amish community is
unequipped to protect her as
her own husband careens
towards a horrifying act of
violence.
01.30 Cuff Me If You Can:
Drug Deal Gone Bad
A drug deal with a Harvard
student ends in murder, so the
culprit decides to flee town and
change his identity. But will a
name change erase the past?
02.15 Bad Dog: Food Fiends
A dog loves all things ice cream
and another dog keeps getting
his head stuck in things. Plus, a
parrot has a habit of rapping
and swearing.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Blind Date
Deana sets Kate up on a blind
date and heads to the Big
Apple. The night includes a
fancy dinner, good conversation
and an exciting helicopter ride.

October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Suddenly Royal: A Job
Fit for a King
The Howes take steps for a
long-term move to the Isle.
Income is at the top of their list,
so Drew pitches himself as a
"kingly" tourist attraction.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 87
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Food Fiends
A dog loves all things ice cream
and another dog keeps getting
his head stuck in things. Plus, a
parrot has a habit of rapping
and swearing.

Saturday
17 October 2020
06.00 Bad Dog: Picky Pets And
Pet Peeves
Meet more precocious pets
including a curious cat, a camel
that mauls cars and a terrier
that buries burgers. Who will be
crowned the baddest of the
bad?

06.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

09.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 87
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

07.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Military: Impossible
Robert Irvine is in Fort Bragg,
North Carolina. He is tasked
with modernising the only fullservice eatery on the post, but
also retain the military tradition.

08.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 85
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 86
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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11.15 Restaurant: Impossible:
Drama At Mamma's
Chef Robert Irvine visits
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania to help
a failing restaurant. The
business is losing thousands of
dollars each month and
breaking up the family.
12.00 Suddenly Royal: Rub-ADub-Dub, One King in a Tub
The Howe's first day on the Isle
of Man brings them face-to-face
with sceptical locals. It's sink or
swim for King Drew at the
annual Tin Bath Race.
12.45 Suddenly Royal: Royal
Charm School
The Howes undertake etiquette
training to woo the upper crust
on the Isle of Man. But, their
makeover alone may not
impress the Isle's most
influential family.

October 2020 Schedule
13.30 Suddenly Royal: King of
the Road
The Howes embark on an Isle
RV trip but get an unexpected
surprise. Drew realizes the
family must move to the Isle
permanently to be accepted as
Royals.
14.15 Suddenly Royal: You'll
Always Be King of Our Family
With two weeks remaining on
their adventure, Drew is feeling
the pressure to cement his
claim and convince Pam to
permanently move to the isle.
15.00 Suddenly Royal: A Job
Fit for a King
The Howes take steps for a
long-term move to the Isle.
Income is at the top of their list,
so Drew pitches himself as a
"kingly" tourist attraction.
15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Military: Impossible
Robert Irvine is in Fort Bragg,
North Carolina. He is tasked
with modernising the only fullservice eatery on the post, but
also retain the military tradition.
16.40 Restaurant: Impossible:
Drama At Mamma's
Chef Robert Irvine visits
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania to help
a failing restaurant. The
business is losing thousands of
dollars each month and
breaking up the family.

17.30 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Celebrity Motor Homes 2
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

19.35 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Christina Aguilera And Hanson
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

17.55 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Timbaland & Simon Cowell
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

20.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With A Big Kitchen
Engaged couple Lauren and
Kalani leave their families'
4,000-square foot residence to
relocate to Seattle in a tiny
home.

18.20 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Bret Michaels, Trace Adkins
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

20.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Lake Tahoe
Married couple Sean and Tara
plan to work less and live more
by moving in to a 140-square
foot tiny home with a rustic,
lived-in, cabin look.

18.45 Celebrity Motor Homes:
Shaq And The U.S. Olympic
Gymnastics
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Engaged Couple
Tyson and Michelle build a tiny
home for newly-engaged
Indianapolis couple, Chris and
Sarah, with a Victorian design,
inspired by Sarah's childhood
home.

19.10 Celebrity Motor Homes:
John Rich & Robert Downey Jr.
An exclusive look into some of
the most luxurious celebrity
homes on wheels. From one of
a kind high-tech features to
state-of-the-art mobile estates.

21.15 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Tiny Home For Colorado Couple
Erik and his wife Amie love to
travel and plan to save money
by moving in to a tiny home.
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21.40 Diagnose Me: Ballerina
Interrupted
A doctor is bedridden when she
can't diagnose her own lifethreatening illness. Meanwhile,
a young ballerina mysteriously
loses the use of her legs.

01.30 Bad Dog: Doggy Divas
and Cat Burglars
A look at naughty pets from
around the world, including a
sleepy bulldog and a cat living
the life of crime, who push their
owners to the limits.

22.30 Deadly Devotion: Killer
Party
Andre moves to New York,
longing to belong to the
outrageous party world of
Michael Alig's Club Kids. But his
dream soon turns into a drugfuelled nightmare.

02.15 Bad Dog: Picky Pets And
Pet Peeves
Meet more precocious pets
including a curious cat, a camel
that mauls cars and a terrier
that buries burgers. Who will be
crowned the baddest of the
bad?

23.15 Deadly Devotion: Bet
Your Life
Doris savours the perks of being
married to the King Bookie of
Houston's underground
gambling world. But will her
high stakes marriage leave her
bust?

03.00 Bad Dog: Hard Heads
Features a cat that has too
much catnip and knocks over
the Christmas tree, a dog that
ends up inside a toaster oven
and a pet skunk that always gets
her way.

00.00 Deadly Devotion: Fatal
Healing
Kirby is drawn to self-help guru
James Arthur Ray. But when she
joins James' spiritual retreat in
the desert, will Kirby be
prepared to sacrifice herself for
rebirth?
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Mormon Murders
The Averys are looking for
spiritual guidance when they
are welcomed by an offshoot
Mormon community. But little
do they realise the leader has
apocalyptic visions.

03.45 Bad Dog: Can't Touch
This
Owners wonder about their
dog's intelligence, a balloonpopping bulldog thinks
everything belongs to her and a
cat steals from everyone in its
neighbourhood.
04.30 Bad Dog: Food Fiends
A dog loves all things ice cream
and another dog keeps getting
his head stuck in things. Plus, a
parrot has a habit of rapping
and swearing.
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05.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

Sunday
18 October 2020
06.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
06.45 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Rocks Of Love
Lucas creates a Mediterranean
backyard resort with a
Caribbean twist. The team
builds a paradise with a 30person hot tub, over 10 fire
features, and an outdoor gym.
07.30 Insane Pools: Off the
Deep End: Ultimate Backyard
Paradises
Lucas revisits five of his
favourite builds and families. He
and his team reveal their neverbefore-seen, most outrageous
backyard creations.

October 2020 Schedule
08.15 Genevieve's
Renovation: Breaking Ground
Genevieve buys the rundown
place next door to make more
space for her daughter, Bebelle.
She has a clever plan to connect
the two apartments into one.
08.38 Genevieve's
Renovation: Busting Through
A hidden pipe threatens
Genevieve's plan to join the two
apartments. She calls on a
friend to investigate and get this
complicated renovation back on
track.
09.00 Genevieve's
Renovation: Suite Sanctuary
Genevieve begins her master
suite renovation, but plumbing
problems cause budget
overages. She heads to a flea
market to help make up the
difference.
09.23 Genevieve's
Renovation: Guest Suite
Genevieve tackles the guest
suite of her apartment. She gets
creative with cost-saving design
decisions and enlists her
bookkeeper to help with
painting.

09.45 Genevieve's
Renovation: Working The
Living Space
The living room and home office
present unique design
challenges for Genevieve. She
recruits a few friends to help
and ends up making some bold
choices.

12.45 Ultimate Cake Off: Top
Dogs
Three master cake builders
compete to build the most
impressive cake for the
American Kennel Club's
prestigious Agility Invitational,
and take home the $10,000
prize.

10.08 Genevieve's
Renovation: Kitchen Complete
Genevieve gets to work on the
final stages of her home
renovation. It's all worth it in
the end as some of her friends
show up for a dramatic reveal.

13.30 Ultimate Cake Off: The
Nutcracker Sweet
Three talented cake artists have
nine hours to build the biggest
cake of their lives! They
compete to make a cake for the
Long Beach Ballet's
performance of 'The
Nutcracker'.

10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Paradise: Impossible
Robert Irvine is in South Padre
Island, Texas to help a food and
music grill. The owners focus on
music too much and forget
about producing quality food.
11.15 Restaurant: Impossible:
An Abundance Of Emotions
Robert Irvine is in Wilbraham,
Massachusetts. The owners are
struggling to cope with their
failing business and their sick
child. Can Robert help?
12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Winter Wedding
Three cake decorators compete
to create the ultimate winter
wonderland wedding cake. They
have nine hours to make their
incredibly inventive and unique
cake designs come to life.
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14.15 Ultimate Cake Off:
Really Sweet 16
Master cake decorators Kathy
Scott, Bob Brougham and Beth
Ayala compete to make the
ultimate birthday cake for a
Sweet 16 birthday celebration
aboard the Scarlett Belle
Riverboat.
15.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Griffith Observatory
Three cake artists are asked to
create huge edible masterpieces
for the Griffith Observatory's
75th Anniversary. Only one of
them can have their cake
showcased at the event.

October 2020 Schedule
15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Paradise: Impossible
Robert Irvine is in South Padre
Island, Texas to help a food and
music grill. The owners focus on
music too much and forget
about producing quality food.

20.00 Kate Plus 8: School Prep
As summer comes to an end,
the family prepares for the kids
to go back to school. Kate takes
the kids shopping and they all
work together on one more
summer project.

16.40 Restaurant: Impossible:
An Abundance Of Emotions
Robert Irvine is in Wilbraham,
Massachusetts. The owners are
struggling to cope with their
failing business and their sick
child. Can Robert help?

20.50 Kate Plus 8: Blind Date
Deana sets Kate up on a blind
date and heads to the Big
Apple. The night includes a
fancy dinner, good conversation
and an exciting helicopter ride.

17.30 Kate Plus 8: What's Old
is New
Mady is growing up and
developing her own interests,
so Kate takes her antiquing. The
kids compete in a culinary cookoff with Kate as judge.

21.40 Diagnose Me: Hungry to
Death
A woman has seizures
whenever she hears her
favourite pop tunes. Plus, a
young athlete loses all his body
fat, even though he can't stop
eating.

18.20 Kate Plus 8: Green
Thumb Gosselins
Summer projects are in full
force and the Gosselins take on
landscaping. The family make
time for lemonade, yoga and an
unexpected burial.

22.30 Breaking Point: Bianca
Bianca, a 22-year-old from a
dangerous neighbourhood in
the Bronx, is the daughter of a
convicted criminal who taught
her how to sell drugs and steal.
Will she accept help?

19.10 Kate Plus 8: Deck Party
Kate Gosselin's famous
sextuplets and twins are
growing up fast! Follow the
family as they tackle daily
challenges and adventures in a
summer full of travel and family
fun.

23.15 Breaking Point: Mandy
Mandy is a prostitute, and
services up to ten clients a day
to feed her heroin addiction.
With her drug habit becoming
more intense, will her family
finally step up?
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00.00 Breaking Point: Katie
and Corey
Katie and Corey are a couple
with a 4-year-old son, who
shoplift, rob and deal drugs to
feed their meth addictions. Will
their family and friends be able
to save them?
00.45 Cuff Me If You Can: The
Duke of Marion County
A runaway fugitive turns
legendary law-breaker. His
ability to outwit cops over three
states makes him the local
Robin Hood and a hero.
01.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 83
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
02.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 84
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
03.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 85
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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03.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 86
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 87
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Hard Heads
Features a cat that has too
much catnip and knocks over
the Christmas tree, a dog that
ends up inside a toaster oven
and a pet skunk that always gets
her way.

Monday
19 October 2020
06.00 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Tex-Mex
Entertaining
Ina loves Tex-Mex-inspired
dishes and she shares some of
her favourite recipes. She
makes a light and airy tres
leches cake and a crowdpleasing pork posole.

06.23 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Cook With
A Pro
Ina has a cooking masterclass
with three amazing chefs Natasha Pickowicz, Marie-Aude
Rose and Missy Robbins. They
make delicious recipes
together!
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Griffith Observatory
Three cake artists are asked to
create huge edible masterpieces
for the Griffith Observatory's
75th Anniversary. Only one of
them can have their cake
showcased at the event.
07.30 Genevieve's
Renovation: Working The
Living Space
The living room and home office
present unique design
challenges for Genevieve. She
recruits a few friends to help
and ends up making some bold
choices.
07.53 Genevieve's
Renovation: Kitchen Complete
Genevieve gets to work on the
final stages of her home
renovation. It's all worth it in
the end as some of her friends
show up for a dramatic reveal.
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08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Engaged Couple
Tyson and Michelle build a tiny
home for newly-engaged
Indianapolis couple, Chris and
Sarah, with a Victorian design,
inspired by Sarah's childhood
home.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Tiny Home For Colorado Couple
Erik and his wife Amie love to
travel and plan to save money
by moving in to a tiny home.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 87
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: Blind Date
Deana sets Kate up on a blind
date and heads to the Big
Apple. The night includes a
fancy dinner, good conversation
and an exciting helicopter ride.
10.30 Suddenly Royal: A Job
Fit for a King
The Howes take steps for a
long-term move to the Isle.
Income is at the top of their list,
so Drew pitches himself as a
"kingly" tourist attraction.

October 2020 Schedule
11.15 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Perfect
Pastry
Ina offers tips and creative ideas
for cooking with sweet and
savoury pastry. She makes fig
tart, spinach in puff pastry and
warm goat's cheese in filo.

13.30 Bad Dog: Monkey
Business
Monkey Boo has free reign of
the house and his owner's heart
and Duke, a Labradoodle, is
obsessed with getting into
anything that might contain
food.

PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Military Couple
US Air Force officer, Adam, and
his wife, ShaeLyn, want help in
building their dream tiny home,
with easy mobility to go for
their next relocation.

11.38 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Portable Food
Ina shares her useful and easy
recipes for portable food. She
makes some of her favourite
like lemon poppy seed cake and
a tasty Provencal sandwich.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip:
Rockers Vs. Besties
Married rockers Nic and Carla
take on bargain-hunting best
buds Adam and Wade. Projects
on the flip list include radical
reimagine and geometric
design.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Kate's
Advice
Kate sits down to watch clips
from previous seasons and her
older, wiser self gives advice to
her younger, less experienced
self.

12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Monster Mash
These are the biggest cakes in
Ultimate Cake-Off history. Three
cake decorators battle to serve
up their creations at the
'Monster Jam' truck
competition in front of 40,000
fans.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip:
Gypsies Vs. Gents
Self-proclaimed design gypsies
Ed and Terina put their skills to
the test against DIY pros Gary
and Jack with projects like
polished industrial and boho
modern.
PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
Big Family
Kate, Abraham and their three
children are downsizing from
their house in the suburbs into
a tiny home to live their dream
of travelling the US together.
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16.40 Suddenly Royal: Home
Is Where The Crown Is
The Howes' six weeks on the
Isle are over, but are they ready
to go? Drew, Pam and Grace
host a Royal Garden Party as a
last chance to impress the
locals.
17.30 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Perfect
Pastry
Ina offers tips and creative ideas
for cooking with sweet and
savoury pastry. She makes fig
tart, spinach in puff pastry and
warm goat's cheese in filo.

October 2020 Schedule
17.55 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Portable Food
Ina shares her useful and easy
recipes for portable food. She
makes some of her favourite
like lemon poppy seed cake and
a tasty Provencal sandwich.

20.25 Flea Market Flip:
Gypsies Vs. Gents
Self-proclaimed design gypsies
Ed and Terina put their skills to
the test against DIY pros Gary
and Jack with projects like
polished industrial and boho
modern.

18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Monster Mash
These are the biggest cakes in
Ultimate Cake-Off history. Three
cake decorators battle to serve
up their creations at the
'Monster Jam' truck
competition in front of 40,000
fans.

20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
Big Family
Kate, Abraham and their three
children are downsizing from
their house in the suburbs into
a tiny home to live their dream
of travelling the US together.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip:
Rockers Vs. Besties
Married rockers Nic and Carla
take on bargain-hunting best
buds Adam and Wade. Projects
on the flip list include radical
reimagine and geometric
design.

21.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Military Couple
US Air Force officer, Adam, and
his wife, ShaeLyn, want help in
building their dream tiny home,
with easy mobility to go for
their next relocation.
21.40 Diagnose Me: Covered
in Bugs
A woman's life is ruined by
extreme sweating day and
night. Plus, a young teacher
prays to stop living when he
feels invisible bugs crawling all
over him.
22.30 Deadly Devotion: Killer
Karma
When Ian embarks on a threeyear silent retreat in the Arizona
desert clashing egos and messy
relationships quickly turn Ian's
quest for enlightenment into a
deadly saga.
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PREMIERE
23.15 Cuff Me If You Can: No
Life of the Party
A man is wanted for killing
someone on their birthday and
so decides it's time for a new
life. But after swindling over
$100,000, the cops begin to ask
questions.
00.00 Diagnose Me: Covered
in Bugs
A woman's life is ruined by
extreme sweating day and
night. Plus, a young teacher
prays to stop living when he
feels invisible bugs crawling all
over him.
00.45 Deadly Devotion: Killer
Karma
When Ian embarks on a threeyear silent retreat in the Arizona
desert clashing egos and messy
relationships quickly turn Ian's
quest for enlightenment into a
deadly saga.
01.30 Cuff Me If You Can: No
Life of the Party
A man is wanted for killing
someone on their birthday and
so decides it's time for a new
life. But after swindling over
$100,000, the cops begin to ask
questions.

October 2020 Schedule
02.15 Bad Dog: Monkey
Business
Monkey Boo has free reign of
the house and his owner's heart
and Duke, a Labradoodle, is
obsessed with getting into
anything that might contain
food.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Kate's
Advice
Kate sits down to watch clips
from previous seasons and her
older, wiser self gives advice to
her younger, less experienced
self.
03.45 Suddenly Royal: Home
Is Where The Crown Is
The Howes' six weeks on the
Isle are over, but are they ready
to go? Drew, Pam and Grace
host a Royal Garden Party as a
last chance to impress the
locals.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Monkey
Business
Monkey Boo has free reign of
the house and his owner's heart
and Duke, a Labradoodle, is
obsessed with getting into
anything that might contain
food.

Tuesday
20 October 2020
06.00 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Perfect
Pastry
Ina offers tips and creative ideas
for cooking with sweet and
savoury pastry. She makes fig
tart, spinach in puff pastry and
warm goat's cheese in filo.
06.23 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Portable Food
Ina shares her useful and easy
recipes for portable food. She
makes some of her favourite
like lemon poppy seed cake and
a tasty Provencal sandwich.
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Monster Mash
These are the biggest cakes in
Ultimate Cake-Off history. Three
cake decorators battle to serve
up their creations at the
'Monster Jam' truck
competition in front of 40,000
fans.
07.30 Flea Market Flip:
Rockers Vs. Besties
Married rockers Nic and Carla
take on bargain-hunting best
buds Adam and Wade. Projects
on the flip list include radical
reimagine and geometric
design.
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07.53 Flea Market Flip:
Gypsies Vs. Gents
Self-proclaimed design gypsies
Ed and Terina put their skills to
the test against DIY pros Gary
and Jack with projects like
polished industrial and boho
modern.
08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
Big Family
Kate, Abraham and their three
children are downsizing from
their house in the suburbs into
a tiny home to live their dream
of travelling the US together.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Military Couple
US Air Force officer, Adam, and
his wife, ShaeLyn, want help in
building their dream tiny home,
with easy mobility to go for
their next relocation.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: Kate's
Advice
Kate sits down to watch clips
from previous seasons and her
older, wiser self gives advice to
her younger, less experienced
self.
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10.30 Suddenly Royal: Home
Is Where The Crown Is
The Howes' six weeks on the
Isle are over, but are they ready
to go? Drew, Pam and Grace
host a Royal Garden Party as a
last chance to impress the
locals.
11.15 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Good Grilling
Ina shares her top grilling and
barbecuing tips. She makes
Tuscan-style grilled chicken, ribs
in her special BBQ sauce and
her smoky aubergine dip.
11.38 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Herbs All
Ways
Ina cooks with her favourite
herbs and shares useful tips for
adding flavour. She uses
rosemary, oregano and mint in
her delicious pork souvlaki.
12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Vintage Hollywood Wedding
Lights, camera, action! Three
cake decorators battle to create
the winning cake for a vintage
Hollywood-themed wedding,
and win the $10,000 prize.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Vintage Glam
Portland couple, Ben and Callie,
dream of owning a
sophisticated tiny home that
allows them the freedom and
easy mobility to get up and go if
they wish.

13.30 Bad Dog: Pampered
Pets
Chocolate lab Max has his own
private wing of the house and
cool cat Didga rides her
skateboard to the beach. Plus, a
micro-pig keeps rummaging
bins for food.

PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Midcentury
Modern Tiny Home
Atlanta newlyweds Jacob and
Arielle plan to downsize to a
tiny home, so they have the
freedom to go wherever their
budding music careers take
them.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: The
Vignette Flip
Confident Kendra and Erin flip
the script on Brooklyn artists
Mikal and Nathan. The teams
hit the ground running at the
Brimfield Antique Show and
Flea Market.
PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: SkyHigh Flipping
Flight attendant flippers Isabell
and Diahann take on fairy junkmothers Stephany and Jane. Flip
list projects include compact
design and modern Moroccan.
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PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: 10 Year
Anniversary
Kate looks back 10 years to
when the first TV special aired
and compares then to now. The
challenges are different, but the
memories are just as rewarding.
16.40 From Wags To Riches:
Wonderful World Of Bill Berloni
Ever wondered what it's like to
live with a myriad of animals?
Bill is a modern Dr Dolittle, who
trains rescued animals for the
stage and screen.

October 2020 Schedule
17.30 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Good Grilling
Ina shares her top grilling and
barbecuing tips. She makes
Tuscan-style grilled chicken, ribs
in her special BBQ sauce and
her smoky aubergine dip.
17.55 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Herbs All
Ways
Ina cooks with her favourite
herbs and shares useful tips for
adding flavour. She uses
rosemary, oregano and mint in
her delicious pork souvlaki.
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Vintage Hollywood Wedding
Lights, camera, action! Three
cake decorators battle to create
the winning cake for a vintage
Hollywood-themed wedding,
and win the $10,000 prize.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip: The
Vignette Flip
Confident Kendra and Erin flip
the script on Brooklyn artists
Mikal and Nathan. The teams
hit the ground running at the
Brimfield Antique Show and
Flea Market.

20.25 Flea Market Flip: SkyHigh Flipping
Flight attendant flippers Isabell
and Diahann take on fairy junkmothers Stephany and Jane. Flip
list projects include compact
design and modern Moroccan.
20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Vintage Glam
Portland couple, Ben and Callie,
dream of owning a
sophisticated tiny home that
allows them the freedom and
easy mobility to get up and go if
they wish.
21.15 Tiny Luxury: Midcentury
Modern Tiny Home
Atlanta newlyweds Jacob and
Arielle plan to downsize to a
tiny home, so they have the
freedom to go wherever their
budding music careers take
them.
21.40 My Fat Saved My Life
Explore four mind-blowing
stories about people who
survived certain death because
of their fat. Sometimes the
most unlikely hero is extra
weight we carry around.
22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Deadly Deliverance
When a power hungry bishop
takes control of a Pentecostal
church, a devout member of the
congregation faces a fight to
keep him at bay.
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PREMIERE
23.15 Cuff Me If You Can:
Hooker on the Run
A prostitute's life goes from bad
to worse when she agrees to
help kidnap a boy for extra
cash. The boy is murdered and
she runs, but the cops are never
far behind.
00.00 My Fat Saved My Life
Explore four mind-blowing
stories about people who
survived certain death because
of their fat. Sometimes the
most unlikely hero is extra
weight we carry around.
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Deadly Deliverance
When a power hungry bishop
takes control of a Pentecostal
church, a devout member of the
congregation faces a fight to
keep him at bay.
01.30 Cuff Me If You Can:
Hooker on the Run
A prostitute's life goes from bad
to worse when she agrees to
help kidnap a boy for extra
cash. The boy is murdered and
she runs, but the cops are never
far behind.
02.15 Bad Dog: Pampered
Pets
Chocolate lab Max has his own
private wing of the house and
cool cat Didga rides her
skateboard to the beach. Plus, a
micro-pig keeps rummaging
bins for food.

October 2020 Schedule
03.00 Kate Plus 8: 10 Year
Anniversary
Kate looks back 10 years to
when the first TV special aired
and compares then to now. The
challenges are different, but the
memories are just as rewarding.
03.45 From Wags To Riches:
Wonderful World Of Bill Berloni
Ever wondered what it's like to
live with a myriad of animals?
Bill is a modern Dr Dolittle, who
trains rescued animals for the
stage and screen.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Pampered
Pets
Chocolate lab Max has his own
private wing of the house and
cool cat Didga rides her
skateboard to the beach. Plus, a
micro-pig keeps rummaging
bins for food.

Wednesday
21 October 2020
06.00 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Cook Like A Pro:
Good Grilling
Ina shares her top grilling and
barbecuing tips. She makes
Tuscan-style grilled chicken, ribs
in her special BBQ sauce and
her smoky aubergine dip.
06.23 Barefoot Contessa: Back
To Basics: Like A Pro: Herbs All
Ways
Ina cooks with her favourite
herbs and shares useful tips for
adding flavour. She uses
rosemary, oregano and mint in
her delicious pork souvlaki.
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Vintage Hollywood Wedding
Lights, camera, action! Three
cake decorators battle to create
the winning cake for a vintage
Hollywood-themed wedding,
and win the $10,000 prize.
07.30 Flea Market Flip: The
Vignette Flip
Confident Kendra and Erin flip
the script on Brooklyn artists
Mikal and Nathan. The teams
hit the ground running at the
Brimfield Antique Show and
Flea Market.
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07.53 Flea Market Flip: SkyHigh Flipping
Flight attendant flippers Isabell
and Diahann take on fairy junkmothers Stephany and Jane. Flip
list projects include compact
design and modern Moroccan.
08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Vintage Glam
Portland couple, Ben and Callie,
dream of owning a
sophisticated tiny home that
allows them the freedom and
easy mobility to get up and go if
they wish.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: Midcentury
Modern Tiny Home
Atlanta newlyweds Jacob and
Arielle plan to downsize to a
tiny home, so they have the
freedom to go wherever their
budding music careers take
them.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: 10 Year
Anniversary
Kate looks back 10 years to
when the first TV special aired
and compares then to now. The
challenges are different, but the
memories are just as rewarding.

October 2020 Schedule
10.30 From Wags To Riches:
Wonderful World Of Bill Berloni
Ever wondered what it's like to
live with a myriad of animals?
Bill is a modern Dr Dolittle, who
trains rescued animals for the
stage and screen.

13.30 Bad Dog: Dog Gone
A dog won't stop chasing an icecream truck until she gets an ice
lolly, and a cat steals food and
destroys the house. Plus, a
rabbit keeps wreaking havoc in
the fridge.

11.15 Smoked: You Bet Your
Butt
Beef specialist Ernest Servantes
and pork expert Robby Royal
have turned to Myron Mixon to
settle their BBQ rivalry. Three
challenges will determine who
will win.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Boroughs
It's a battle of the New York
boroughs when Manhattan
ladies Tracey and Catherine face
off against Brooklyn builders
Bryan and Hank.

12.00 Ultimate Cake Off: Fairy
Tale Wedding
Returning champion Martha
Hebert takes on two
newcomers in a winner-takes-all
battle with a $10,000 prize, and
the chance to present their cake
at a fairy-tale wedding
reception.

PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: The
Flipping Unicorn
Design duo Cherise and Kim go
head-to-head against creative
craftsmen Joe and Andrew. Flip
list projects include workspace
and pattern play.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 90
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury:
Aerodynamic Tiny Home
The team must build their
smallest and ultra-lightweight
tiny home yet, but that doesn't
stop them from packing the
home with as many luxuries as
possible.
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PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Family Of Four
David and Jennifer have never
lived in a home of their own.
With David's career in the
military, he and his family need
to remain mobile.
PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Game Night
Mady hosts a family game show
where Kate and the kids answer
questions about past episodes
and adventures. Tensions flare,
but fun ensues!
16.40 From Wags To Riches:
Bad Chico
Bill hits the road with two of his
26-strong dog menagerie, as
Bowdie and Lexie get ready to
take to the stage, and we meet
Chico - the naughtiest dog.
17.30 Smoked: You Bet Your
Butt
Beef specialist Ernest Servantes
and pork expert Robby Royal
have turned to Myron Mixon to
settle their BBQ rivalry. Three
challenges will determine who
will win.
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off: Fairy
Tale Wedding
Returning champion Martha
Hebert takes on two
newcomers in a winner-takes-all
battle with a $10,000 prize, and
the chance to present their cake
at a fairy-tale wedding
reception.

October 2020 Schedule
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 90
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Boroughs
It's a battle of the New York
boroughs when Manhattan
ladies Tracey and Catherine face
off against Brooklyn builders
Bryan and Hank.
20.25 Flea Market Flip: The
Flipping Unicorn
Design duo Cherise and Kim go
head-to-head against creative
craftsmen Joe and Andrew. Flip
list projects include workspace
and pattern play.
20.50 Tiny Luxury:
Aerodynamic Tiny Home
The team must build their
smallest and ultra-lightweight
tiny home yet, but that doesn't
stop them from packing the
home with as many luxuries as
possible.
21.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Family Of Four
David and Jennifer have never
lived in a home of their own.
With David's career in the
military, he and his family need
to remain mobile.

21.40 Tallest Teens
19-year-old Paul Sturgess is an
incredible seven foot seven
inches tall and is still growing.
Find out how he copes with the
difficulties associated with his
incredible height.
22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Murderous Mormons
Two brothers believe they have
broken free from a dangerous
Mormon fundamental cult and
its egomaniacal leader, but two
decades later a surprise awaits
them.
PREMIERE
23.15 Cuff Me If You Can:
Cross-Country Con Man
A locksmith and con artist
becomes a big-time thief. But
when he accidently robs a cop,
he leaves town and heads to Las
Vegas for a risky life of drugdealing.
00.00 Tallest Teens
19-year-old Paul Sturgess is an
incredible seven foot seven
inches tall and is still growing.
Find out how he copes with the
difficulties associated with his
incredible height.
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Murderous Mormons
Two brothers believe they have
broken free from a dangerous
Mormon fundamental cult and
its egomaniacal leader, but two
decades later a surprise awaits
them.
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01.30 Cuff Me If You Can:
Cross-Country Con Man
A locksmith and con artist
becomes a big-time thief. But
when he accidently robs a cop,
he leaves town and heads to Las
Vegas for a risky life of drugdealing.
02.15 Bad Dog: Dog Gone
A dog won't stop chasing an icecream truck until she gets an ice
lolly, and a cat steals food and
destroys the house. Plus, a
rabbit keeps wreaking havoc in
the fridge.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Game Night
Mady hosts a family game show
where Kate and the kids answer
questions about past episodes
and adventures. Tensions flare,
but fun ensues!
03.45 From Wags To Riches:
Bad Chico
Bill hits the road with two of his
26-strong dog menagerie, as
Bowdie and Lexie get ready to
take to the stage, and we meet
Chico - the naughtiest dog.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 90
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

October 2020 Schedule
05.15 Bad Dog: Dog Gone
A dog won't stop chasing an icecream truck until she gets an ice
lolly, and a cat steals food and
destroys the house. Plus, a
rabbit keeps wreaking havoc in
the fridge.

07.53 Flea Market Flip: The
Flipping Unicorn
Design duo Cherise and Kim go
head-to-head against creative
craftsmen Joe and Andrew. Flip
list projects include workspace
and pattern play.

10.30 From Wags To Riches:
Bad Chico
Bill hits the road with two of his
26-strong dog menagerie, as
Bowdie and Lexie get ready to
take to the stage, and we meet
Chico - the naughtiest dog.

Thursday
22 October 2020

08.15 Tiny Luxury:
Aerodynamic Tiny Home
The team must build their
smallest and ultra-lightweight
tiny home yet, but that doesn't
stop them from packing the
home with as many luxuries as
possible.

11.15 Smoked: King Of Ribs
Georgia Rib specialists Brad
Sweet and Lonnie Smith have
turned to Myron Mixon to settle
their rivalry once and for all.
Who will stand tall, and who will
get Smoked?

06.00 Smoked: You Bet Your
Butt
Beef specialist Ernest Servantes
and pork expert Robby Royal
have turned to Myron Mixon to
settle their BBQ rivalry. Three
challenges will determine who
will win.
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off: Fairy
Tale Wedding
Returning champion Martha
Hebert takes on two
newcomers in a winner-takes-all
battle with a $10,000 prize, and
the chance to present their cake
at a fairy-tale wedding
reception.
07.30 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Boroughs
It's a battle of the New York
boroughs when Manhattan
ladies Tracey and Catherine face
off against Brooklyn builders
Bryan and Hank.

08.38 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Family Of Four
David and Jennifer have never
lived in a home of their own.
With David's career in the
military, he and his family need
to remain mobile.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 90
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: Game Night
Mady hosts a family game show
where Kate and the kids answer
questions about past episodes
and adventures. Tensions flare,
but fun ensues!
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12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Roller Derby!
Three cake artists battle it out
for the honour of showcasing
their cake at the Roller Derby
season opener. Each cake will
stand 1.5-metres high and
weigh hundreds of kilograms.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 91
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
13.30 Bad Dog: Diggity Dogs
A dog digs ditches in its
backyard and his owners use a
bulldozer to fill them in. Plus,
goats run amok at a birthday
party and a dog steals
underwear from its owner.

October 2020 Schedule
PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip:
Brothers Vs. Sisters
It's a family feud in this flip
battle, as brash brothers
Bradley and Ryan face off
against fearless flipping sisters
Sam and Shimmy.
PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: Kids
Vs. Parents
Mike and Mary take on their
own daughters Erin and Julia.
It's time to put the flip before
family as the teams race down
the aisles of the Brimfield
Antique Show.
PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Southern Charm
Mississippi resident Nancy
dreams of living in a 250-sq. ft
tiny home with spacious white
walls, an inviting living area and
charming Southern touches.
PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Hawaii
California couple Shawn and
Shelly dream of owning a
holiday home in Maui. Instead
of spending a fortune on
beachfront property, they want
an ideal tiny home.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Sextuplets
Turn 12!
Kate creates a scavenger hunt
for the sextuplets' 12th
birthday. The boys and girls are
split into teams and compete to
find clues leading to their big
party!
16.40 From Wags To Riches:
Donkey Day!
Bill races the clock to train his
dogs for a music video in NYC, a
rescue at the Humane Society
could have a new life, and we
meet Percy - the world's
grumpiest donkey.
17.30 Smoked: King Of Ribs
Georgia Rib specialists Brad
Sweet and Lonnie Smith have
turned to Myron Mixon to settle
their rivalry once and for all.
Who will stand tall, and who will
get Smoked?
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Roller Derby!
Three cake artists battle it out
for the honour of showcasing
their cake at the Roller Derby
season opener. Each cake will
stand 1.5-metres high and
weigh hundreds of kilograms.
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19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 91
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip:
Brothers Vs. Sisters
It's a family feud in this flip
battle, as brash brothers
Bradley and Ryan face off
against fearless flipping sisters
Sam and Shimmy.
20.25 Flea Market Flip: Kids
Vs. Parents
Mike and Mary take on their
own daughters Erin and Julia.
It's time to put the flip before
family as the teams race down
the aisles of the Brimfield
Antique Show.
20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Southern Charm
Mississippi resident Nancy
dreams of living in a 250-sq. ft
tiny home with spacious white
walls, an inviting living area and
charming Southern touches.
21.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Hawaii
California couple Shawn and
Shelly dream of owning a
holiday home in Maui. Instead
of spending a fortune on
beachfront property, they want
an ideal tiny home.

October 2020 Schedule
21.40 My Baby's Head Keeps
Growing
Meet three children from India,
America and Africa who suffer
from hydrocephalus, a build-up
of fluid on the brain, which
leaves them with unusually
large heads.
22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Shunned No More
Janet Bryant is a loving mum of
four and a dedicated Jehovah's
Witness. No one would suspect
her family to be in the middle of
a modern day tragedy.
PREMIERE
23.15 Cuff Me If You Can:
Shady Ladies' Man
After the GPS tracker in his
stolen money alerts the police,
a thief resorts to desperate
measures in order to escape.
00.00 My Baby's Head Keeps
Growing
Meet three children from India,
America and Africa who suffer
from hydrocephalus, a build-up
of fluid on the brain, which
leaves them with unusually
large heads.
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Shunned No More
Janet Bryant is a loving mum of
four and a dedicated Jehovah's
Witness. No one would suspect
her family to be in the middle of
a modern day tragedy.

01.30 Cuff Me If You Can:
Shady Ladies' Man
After the GPS tracker in his
stolen money alerts the police,
a thief resorts to desperate
measures in order to escape.
02.15 Bad Dog: Diggity Dogs
A dog digs ditches in its
backyard and his owners use a
bulldozer to fill them in. Plus,
goats run amok at a birthday
party and a dog steals
underwear from its owner.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Sextuplets
Turn 12!
Kate creates a scavenger hunt
for the sextuplets' 12th
birthday. The boys and girls are
split into teams and compete to
find clues leading to their big
party!
03.45 From Wags To Riches:
Donkey Day!
Bill races the clock to train his
dogs for a music video in NYC, a
rescue at the Humane Society
could have a new life, and we
meet Percy - the world's
grumpiest donkey.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 91
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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05.15 Bad Dog: Diggity Dogs
A dog digs ditches in its
backyard and his owners use a
bulldozer to fill them in. Plus,
goats run amok at a birthday
party and a dog steals
underwear from its owner.

Friday
23 October 2020
06.00 Smoked: King Of Ribs
Georgia Rib specialists Brad
Sweet and Lonnie Smith have
turned to Myron Mixon to settle
their rivalry once and for all.
Who will stand tall, and who will
get Smoked?
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Roller Derby!
Three cake artists battle it out
for the honour of showcasing
their cake at the Roller Derby
season opener. Each cake will
stand 1.5-metres high and
weigh hundreds of kilograms.
07.30 Flea Market Flip:
Brothers Vs. Sisters
It's a family feud in this flip
battle, as brash brothers
Bradley and Ryan face off
against fearless flipping sisters
Sam and Shimmy.

October 2020 Schedule
07.53 Flea Market Flip: Kids
Vs. Parents
Mike and Mary take on their
own daughters Erin and Julia.
It's time to put the flip before
family as the teams race down
the aisles of the Brimfield
Antique Show.

10.30 From Wags To Riches:
Donkey Day!
Bill races the clock to train his
dogs for a music video in NYC, a
rescue at the Humane Society
could have a new life, and we
meet Percy - the world's
grumpiest donkey.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Diy
Daters Vs. Bickering Buds
Dating flippers Kelly and Jay
battle against designing friends
Laura and Diane. With one hour
to shop the teams race to find
pieces from the flip list.

08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Southern Charm
Mississippi resident Nancy
dreams of living in a 250-sq. ft
tiny home with spacious white
walls, an inviting living area and
charming Southern touches.

11.15 Smoked: Love & BBQ
Married couple Tommy and Jen
Duncan battle in brisket on the
BBQ circuit and want Myron's
help to settle their rivalry. Who
will stand tall, and who will get
Smoked?

08.38 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Hawaii
California couple Shawn and
Shelly dream of owning a
holiday home in Maui. Instead
of spending a fortune on
beachfront property, they want
an ideal tiny home.

12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Honouring the Bravest
In the most emotional show yet,
three cake decorators battle it
out to create the winning cake
to be presented at a ceremony
honouring heroes of the Los
Angeles Fire Department.

PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip:
Flipping Bingo
Pat and Lisa are fierce friends
who are ready to take on
creative couple Russell and
Marc. Flip list projects include
hip to be square and mixed
mediums.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 91
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 92
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: Sextuplets
Turn 12!
Kate creates a scavenger hunt
for the sextuplets' 12th
birthday. The boys and girls are
split into teams and compete to
find clues leading to their big
party!

13.30 Bad Dog: Foodies
A pug is obsessed with pizza,
and a dog tears up the house
and the backyard. Plus, a horse
keeps escaping its stall and
releases the other horses.
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PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Texas
With a vision that goes well
beyond square footage, Matt
and Kim build their first 210square-foot tiny home.
PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny
Adventure Home
Mississippi engaged couple,
Breck and Kelsey, don't want to
sacrifice their passions while
going tiny. They a rock climbing
wall and an office loft.

October 2020 Schedule
PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: New
Orleans, Here We Come!
The Gosselins hit New Orleans
to enjoy the food, culture and
southern etiquette! Plus, they
help a neighbourhood still
recovering after Hurricane
Katrina.
16.40 From Wags To Riches:
Adoption Day!
Bill and the New York Humane
Society spruce up some rescue
dogs for a dog adoption gala
hosted by a star actress. Will
Titus the St Bernard finally find
a home.
17.30 Smoked: Love & BBQ
Married couple Tommy and Jen
Duncan battle in brisket on the
BBQ circuit and want Myron's
help to settle their rivalry. Who
will stand tall, and who will get
Smoked?
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Honouring the Bravest
In the most emotional show yet,
three cake decorators battle it
out to create the winning cake
to be presented at a ceremony
honouring heroes of the Los
Angeles Fire Department.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 92
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

21.40 Tiny At 20
At just 3'3", Hannah is one of
the world's tiniest women. Now
in her twenties, she's eager to
gain her independence and
looking to succeed in the world
of entertainment.

20.00 Flea Market Flip: Diy
Daters Vs. Bickering Buds
Dating flippers Kelly and Jay
battle against designing friends
Laura and Diane. With one hour
to shop the teams race to find
pieces from the flip list.

22.30 Deadly Devotion:
Pledge Your Life
Victoria and Briana are one day
away from becoming members
of one of the most prestigious
sororities on campus, but first
they must survive their pledging
process.

20.25 Flea Market Flip:
Flipping Bingo
Pat and Lisa are fierce friends
who are ready to take on
creative couple Russell and
Marc. Flip list projects include
hip to be square and mixed
mediums.

23.15 Mansions & Murders:
Behind Enemy Lines
A nanny who starts working for
a wealthy couple takes on the
role of detective when their
marriage falls apart and the
wife disappears without
explanation.

20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Texas
With a vision that goes well
beyond square footage, Matt
and Kim build their first 210square-foot tiny home.

00.00 Tiny At 20
At just 3'3", Hannah is one of
the world's tiniest women. Now
in her twenties, she's eager to
gain her independence and
looking to succeed in the world
of entertainment.

21.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny
Adventure Home
Mississippi engaged couple,
Breck and Kelsey, don't want to
sacrifice their passions while
going tiny. They a rock climbing
wall and an office loft.
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00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Pledge Your Life
Victoria and Briana are one day
away from becoming members
of one of the most prestigious
sororities on campus, but first
they must survive their pledging
process.

October 2020 Schedule
01.30 Mansions & Murders:
Behind Enemy Lines
A nanny who starts working for
a wealthy couple takes on the
role of detective when their
marriage falls apart and the
wife disappears without
explanation.
02.15 Bad Dog: Foodies
A pug is obsessed with pizza,
and a dog tears up the house
and the backyard. Plus, a horse
keeps escaping its stall and
releases the other horses.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: New
Orleans, Here We Come!
The Gosselins hit New Orleans
to enjoy the food, culture and
southern etiquette! Plus, they
help a neighbourhood still
recovering after Hurricane
Katrina.
03.45 From Wags To Riches:
Adoption Day!
Bill and the New York Humane
Society spruce up some rescue
dogs for a dog adoption gala
hosted by a star actress. Will
Titus the St Bernard finally find
a home.
04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 92
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

05.15 Bad Dog: Foodies
A pug is obsessed with pizza,
and a dog tears up the house
and the backyard. Plus, a horse
keeps escaping its stall and
releases the other horses.

Saturday
24 October 2020
06.00 Bad Dog: Pampered
Pets
Chocolate lab Max has his own
private wing of the house and
cool cat Didga rides her
skateboard to the beach. Plus, a
micro-pig keeps rummaging
bins for food.
06.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
07.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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08.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 90
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 91
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 92
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
10.30 Restaurant: Impossible:
Recipe For Disaster
Robert Irvine meets his most
explosive family yet as he visits
Fairport, New York. Three sons
and a father can't agree or work
together to save their business.
11.15 Chopped Junior: Quail
Quest
In the first round, the junior
chefs have to use rock shrimp
and beef tongue. They try to
help each other out, but
someone must still be chopped.

October 2020 Schedule
12.00 Suddenly Royal: Home
Is Where The Crown Is
The Howes' six weeks on the
Isle are over, but are they ready
to go? Drew, Pam and Grace
host a Royal Garden Party as a
last chance to impress the
locals.
12.45 From Wags To Riches:
Wonderful World Of Bill Berloni
Ever wondered what it's like to
live with a myriad of animals?
Bill is a modern Dr Dolittle, who
trains rescued animals for the
stage and screen.
13.30 From Wags To Riches:
Bad Chico
Bill hits the road with two of his
26-strong dog menagerie, as
Bowdie and Lexie get ready to
take to the stage, and we meet
Chico - the naughtiest dog.
14.15 From Wags To Riches:
Donkey Day!
Bill races the clock to train his
dogs for a music video in NYC, a
rescue at the Humane Society
could have a new life, and we
meet Percy - the world's
grumpiest donkey.
15.00 From Wags To Riches:
Adoption Day!
Bill and the New York Humane
Society spruce up some rescue
dogs for a dog adoption gala
hosted by a star actress. Will
Titus the St Bernard finally find
a home.

15.50 Restaurant: Impossible:
Recipe For Disaster
Robert Irvine meets his most
explosive family yet as he visits
Fairport, New York. Three sons
and a father can't agree or work
together to save their business.
16.40 Chopped Junior: Quail
Quest
In the first round, the junior
chefs have to use rock shrimp
and beef tongue. They try to
help each other out, but
someone must still be chopped.
17.30 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
Big Family
Kate, Abraham and their three
children are downsizing from
their house in the suburbs into
a tiny home to live their dream
of travelling the US together.
17.55 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Military Couple
US Air Force officer, Adam, and
his wife, ShaeLyn, want help in
building their dream tiny home,
with easy mobility to go for
their next relocation.
18.20 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Vintage Glam
Portland couple, Ben and Callie,
dream of owning a
sophisticated tiny home that
allows them the freedom and
easy mobility to get up and go if
they wish.
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18.45 Tiny Luxury: Midcentury
Modern Tiny Home
Atlanta newlyweds Jacob and
Arielle plan to downsize to a
tiny home, so they have the
freedom to go wherever their
budding music careers take
them.
19.10 Tiny Luxury:
Aerodynamic Tiny Home
The team must build their
smallest and ultra-lightweight
tiny home yet, but that doesn't
stop them from packing the
home with as many luxuries as
possible.
19.35 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Family Of Four
David and Jennifer have never
lived in a home of their own.
With David's career in the
military, he and his family need
to remain mobile.
20.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
With Southern Charm
Mississippi resident Nancy
dreams of living in a 250-sq. ft
tiny home with spacious white
walls, an inviting living area and
charming Southern touches.
20.25 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Hawaii
California couple Shawn and
Shelly dream of owning a
holiday home in Maui. Instead
of spending a fortune on
beachfront property, they want
an ideal tiny home.

October 2020 Schedule
20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Texas
With a vision that goes well
beyond square footage, Matt
and Kim build their first 210square-foot tiny home.
21.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny
Adventure Home
Mississippi engaged couple,
Breck and Kelsey, don't want to
sacrifice their passions while
going tiny. They a rock climbing
wall and an office loft.
21.40 My Fat Saved My Life
Explore four mind-blowing
stories about people who
survived certain death because
of their fat. Sometimes the
most unlikely hero is extra
weight we carry around.
22.30 Deadly Devotion: Killer
Karma
When Ian embarks on a threeyear silent retreat in the Arizona
desert clashing egos and messy
relationships quickly turn Ian's
quest for enlightenment into a
deadly saga.
23.15 Deadly Devotion:
Deadly Deliverance
When a power hungry bishop
takes control of a Pentecostal
church, a devout member of the
congregation faces a fight to
keep him at bay.

00.00 Deadly Devotion:
Murderous Mormons
Two brothers believe they have
broken free from a dangerous
Mormon fundamental cult and
its egomaniacal leader, but two
decades later a surprise awaits
them.
00.45 Deadly Devotion:
Shunned No More
Janet Bryant is a loving mum of
four and a dedicated Jehovah's
Witness. No one would suspect
her family to be in the middle of
a modern day tragedy.
01.30 Bad Dog: Monkey
Business
Monkey Boo has free reign of
the house and his owner's heart
and Duke, a Labradoodle, is
obsessed with getting into
anything that might contain
food.
02.15 Bad Dog: Pampered
Pets
Chocolate lab Max has his own
private wing of the house and
cool cat Didga rides her
skateboard to the beach. Plus, a
micro-pig keeps rummaging
bins for food.
03.00 Bad Dog: Dog Gone
A dog won't stop chasing an icecream truck until she gets an ice
lolly, and a cat steals food and
destroys the house. Plus, a
rabbit keeps wreaking havoc in
the fridge.
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03.45 Bad Dog: Diggity Dogs
A dog digs ditches in its
backyard and his owners use a
bulldozer to fill them in. Plus,
goats run amok at a birthday
party and a dog steals
underwear from its owner.
04.30 Bad Dog: Foodies
A pug is obsessed with pizza,
and a dog tears up the house
and the backyard. Plus, a horse
keeps escaping its stall and
releases the other horses.
05.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

Sunday
25 October 2020
06.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

October 2020 Schedule
06.45 Flea Market Flip:
Rockers Vs. Besties
Married rockers Nic and Carla
take on bargain-hunting best
buds Adam and Wade. Projects
on the flip list include radical
reimagine and geometric
design.
07.08 Flea Market Flip:
Gypsies Vs. Gents
Self-proclaimed design gypsies
Ed and Terina put their skills to
the test against DIY pros Gary
and Jack with projects like
polished industrial and boho
modern.
07.30 Flea Market Flip: The
Vignette Flip
Confident Kendra and Erin flip
the script on Brooklyn artists
Mikal and Nathan. The teams
hit the ground running at the
Brimfield Antique Show and
Flea Market.
07.53 Flea Market Flip: SkyHigh Flipping
Flight attendant flippers Isabell
and Diahann take on fairy junkmothers Stephany and Jane. Flip
list projects include compact
design and modern Moroccan.
08.15 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Boroughs
It's a battle of the New York
boroughs when Manhattan
ladies Tracey and Catherine face
off against Brooklyn builders
Bryan and Hank.

08.38 Flea Market Flip: The
Flipping Unicorn
Design duo Cherise and Kim go
head-to-head against creative
craftsmen Joe and Andrew. Flip
list projects include workspace
and pattern play.

10.30 Chopped Junior: Love
You, Mom!
The junior chefs are asked to
create dishes that their mothers
would love - but will also
impress guest judges Alison
Sweeney and Haylie Duff.

09.00 Flea Market Flip:
Brothers Vs. Sisters
It's a family feud in this flip
battle, as brash brothers
Bradley and Ryan face off
against fearless flipping sisters
Sam and Shimmy.

11.15 Chopped Junior: Dough
Business
The junior chefs are asked to
use tricky ingredients including
weird hot dogs and stubborn
cheese. Can the chefs impress
guest judge actress Sarah
Michelle Gellar?

09.23 Flea Market Flip: Kids
Vs. Parents
Mike and Mary take on their
own daughters Erin and Julia.
It's time to put the flip before
family as the teams race down
the aisles of the Brimfield
Antique Show.
09.45 Flea Market Flip: Diy
Daters Vs. Bickering Buds
Dating flippers Kelly and Jay
battle against designing friends
Laura and Diane. With one hour
to shop the teams race to find
pieces from the flip list.
10.08 Flea Market Flip:
Flipping Bingo
Pat and Lisa are fierce friends
who are ready to take on
creative couple Russell and
Marc. Flip list projects include
hip to be square and mixed
mediums.
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12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Monster Mash
These are the biggest cakes in
Ultimate Cake-Off history. Three
cake decorators battle to serve
up their creations at the
'Monster Jam' truck
competition in front of 40,000
fans.
12.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Vintage Hollywood Wedding
Lights, camera, action! Three
cake decorators battle to create
the winning cake for a vintage
Hollywood-themed wedding,
and win the $10,000 prize.

October 2020 Schedule
13.30 Ultimate Cake Off: Fairy
Tale Wedding
Returning champion Martha
Hebert takes on two
newcomers in a winner-takes-all
battle with a $10,000 prize, and
the chance to present their cake
at a fairy-tale wedding
reception.
14.15 Ultimate Cake Off:
Roller Derby!
Three cake artists battle it out
for the honour of showcasing
their cake at the Roller Derby
season opener. Each cake will
stand 1.5-metres high and
weigh hundreds of kilograms.
15.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Honouring the Bravest
In the most emotional show yet,
three cake decorators battle it
out to create the winning cake
to be presented at a ceremony
honouring heroes of the Los
Angeles Fire Department.
15.50 Chopped Junior: Love
You, Mom!
The junior chefs are asked to
create dishes that their mothers
would love - but will also
impress guest judges Alison
Sweeney and Haylie Duff.

16.40 Chopped Junior: Dough
Business
The junior chefs are asked to
use tricky ingredients including
weird hot dogs and stubborn
cheese. Can the chefs impress
guest judge actress Sarah
Michelle Gellar?

20.50 Kate Plus 8: New
Orleans, Here We Come!
The Gosselins hit New Orleans
to enjoy the food, culture and
southern etiquette! Plus, they
help a neighbourhood still
recovering after Hurricane
Katrina.

17.30 Kate Plus 8: Kate's
Advice
Kate sits down to watch clips
from previous seasons and her
older, wiser self gives advice to
her younger, less experienced
self.

21.40 Tallest Teens
19-year-old Paul Sturgess is an
incredible seven foot seven
inches tall and is still growing.
Find out how he copes with the
difficulties associated with his
incredible height.

18.20 Kate Plus 8: 10 Year
Anniversary
Kate looks back 10 years to
when the first TV special aired
and compares then to now. The
challenges are different, but the
memories are just as rewarding.

22.30 Cuff Me If You Can: No
Life of the Party
A man is wanted for killing
someone on their birthday and
so decides it's time for a new
life. But after swindling over
$100,000, the cops begin to ask
questions.

19.10 Kate Plus 8: Game Night
Mady hosts a family game show
where Kate and the kids answer
questions about past episodes
and adventures. Tensions flare,
but fun ensues!
20.00 Kate Plus 8: Sextuplets
Turn 12!
Kate creates a scavenger hunt
for the sextuplets' 12th
birthday. The boys and girls are
split into teams and compete to
find clues leading to their big
party!
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23.15 Cuff Me If You Can:
Hooker on the Run
A prostitute's life goes from bad
to worse when she agrees to
help kidnap a boy for extra
cash. The boy is murdered and
she runs, but the cops are never
far behind.
00.00 Cuff Me If You Can:
Cross-Country Con Man
A locksmith and con artist
becomes a big-time thief. But
when he accidently robs a cop,
he leaves town and heads to Las
Vegas for a risky life of drugdealing.

October 2020 Schedule
00.45 Cuff Me If You Can:
Shady Ladies' Man
After the GPS tracker in his
stolen money alerts the police,
a thief resorts to desperate
measures in order to escape.
01.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 88
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
02.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 89
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
03.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 90
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
03.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 91
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 92
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 Bad Dog: Dog Gone
A dog won't stop chasing an icecream truck until she gets an ice
lolly, and a cat steals food and
destroys the house. Plus, a
rabbit keeps wreaking havoc in
the fridge.

Monday
26 October 2020
06.00 Smoked: Love & BBQ
Married couple Tommy and Jen
Duncan battle in brisket on the
BBQ circuit and want Myron's
help to settle their rivalry. Who
will stand tall, and who will get
Smoked?
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Honouring the Bravest
In the most emotional show yet,
three cake decorators battle it
out to create the winning cake
to be presented at a ceremony
honouring heroes of the Los
Angeles Fire Department.
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07.30 Flea Market Flip: Diy
Daters Vs. Bickering Buds
Dating flippers Kelly and Jay
battle against designing friends
Laura and Diane. With one hour
to shop the teams race to find
pieces from the flip list.
07.53 Flea Market Flip:
Flipping Bingo
Pat and Lisa are fierce friends
who are ready to take on
creative couple Russell and
Marc. Flip list projects include
hip to be square and mixed
mediums.
08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
In Texas
With a vision that goes well
beyond square footage, Matt
and Kim build their first 210square-foot tiny home.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: Tiny
Adventure Home
Mississippi engaged couple,
Breck and Kelsey, don't want to
sacrifice their passions while
going tiny. They a rock climbing
wall and an office loft.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 92
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

October 2020 Schedule
09.45 Kate Plus 8: New
Orleans, Here We Come!
The Gosselins hit New Orleans
to enjoy the food, culture and
southern etiquette! Plus, they
help a neighbourhood still
recovering after Hurricane
Katrina.
10.30 From Wags To Riches:
Adoption Day!
Bill and the New York Humane
Society spruce up some rescue
dogs for a dog adoption gala
hosted by a star actress. Will
Titus the St Bernard finally find
a home.
11.15 Smoked: Teacher Battle
Teachers Harry and Mike each
think they've got the best BBQ
school in the country, and
they've turned to Myron to
settle their rivalry. Who will be
head of the class?
12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Swimwear Fashion Show
It is an all-star competition as
three Ultimate Cake-Off
champions battle it out to
create the winning cake for a
swimwear fashion show and
win $10,000!

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 93
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
PREMIERE
13.30 The Zoo: A Sea Lion Pup
Grows Up
Zoo staff face unexpected
setbacks weaning a bright sea
lion pup off her mother's milk.
And, the bird team steps in to
support a rejected curassow
chick.
PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Clash
Of The Couples
New York couple and flippers
Amanda and Nick go toe-to-toe
against Christina and Billy, two
designing sweethearts from
New Jersey.
PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: Hey
Ma, Watch Me Flip!
Married pickers Alanna and
Mark go head to head against
experienced mother and
daughter duo Sannie and
Mackenzie in a flipping battle.
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PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Rocky
Mountain Tiny Home
Ben, Amory and their two
children are excited to escape
from their everyday lives and
head to Colorado for a relaxing
vacation.
PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: High-Flying
Tiny Home
After living in a 1,000-squarefoot apartment in New York City
with fellow flight attendants as
roommates, Lisette dreams of
having her own place.
PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Puppies &
Poconos
The clan takes on Poconos and
there's plenty of competition,
chaos and family fun when Kate
and the kids take on archery
tag, tubing and new puppies!
16.40 From Wags To Riches:
We Love Dogs: Wags to Riches
Special!
Looking back at highlights from
the series, catching up with the
adoption cases, and some brand
new surprising moments with
the Berlonis!
17.30 Smoked: Teacher Battle
Teachers Harry and Mike each
think they've got the best BBQ
school in the country, and
they've turned to Myron to
settle their rivalry. Who will be
head of the class?

October 2020 Schedule
18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Swimwear Fashion Show
It is an all-star competition as
three Ultimate Cake-Off
champions battle it out to
create the winning cake for a
swimwear fashion show and
win $10,000!
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 93
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip: Clash
Of The Couples
New York couple and flippers
Amanda and Nick go toe-to-toe
against Christina and Billy, two
designing sweethearts from
New Jersey.
20.25 Flea Market Flip: Hey
Ma, Watch Me Flip!
Married pickers Alanna and
Mark go head to head against
experienced mother and
daughter duo Sannie and
Mackenzie in a flipping battle.
20.50 Tiny Luxury: Rocky
Mountain Tiny Home
Ben, Amory and their two
children are excited to escape
from their everyday lives and
head to Colorado for a relaxing
vacation.

21.15 Tiny Luxury: High-Flying
Tiny Home
After living in a 1,000-squarefoot apartment in New York City
with fellow flight attendants as
roommates, Lisette dreams of
having her own place.
21.40 My Legs Won't Stop
Growing
Through the lives of three
inspiring young women, this
documentary explores a
number of conditions that cause
the lower limbs to grow or swell
excessively.
22.30 Deadly Devotion: Mafia
Murder
Sergei Kobozev, an up-andcoming Russian boxer,
emigrates to Brooklyn with
dreams of becoming a world
champion. But suspicions are
raised when he goes missing.
23.15 Mansions & Murders:
Goodnight Nurse
To Velma, working for Elisabeth
means protecting the elderly
heiress from her manipulative,
greedy child. When events turn
deadly, Velma is her only
protection.
00.00 My Legs Won't Stop
Growing
Through the lives of three
inspiring young women, this
documentary explores a
number of conditions that cause
the lower limbs to grow or swell
excessively.
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00.45 Deadly Devotion: Mafia
Murder
Sergei Kobozev, an up-andcoming Russian boxer,
emigrates to Brooklyn with
dreams of becoming a world
champion. But suspicions are
raised when he goes missing.
01.30 Mansions & Murders:
Goodnight Nurse
To Velma, working for Elisabeth
means protecting the elderly
heiress from her manipulative,
greedy child. When events turn
deadly, Velma is her only
protection.
02.15 The Zoo: A Sea Lion Pup
Grows Up
Zoo staff face unexpected
setbacks weaning a bright sea
lion pup off her mother's milk.
And, the bird team steps in to
support a rejected curassow
chick.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Puppies &
Poconos
The clan takes on Poconos and
there's plenty of competition,
chaos and family fun when Kate
and the kids take on archery
tag, tubing and new puppies!
03.45 From Wags To Riches:
We Love Dogs: Wags to Riches
Special!
Looking back at highlights from
the series, catching up with the
adoption cases, and some brand
new surprising moments with
the Berlonis!
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04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 93
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
05.15 The Zoo: A Sea Lion Pup
Grows Up
Zoo staff face unexpected
setbacks weaning a bright sea
lion pup off her mother's milk.
And, the bird team steps in to
support a rejected curassow
chick.

Tuesday
27 October 2020
06.00 Smoked: Teacher Battle
Teachers Harry and Mike each
think they've got the best BBQ
school in the country, and
they've turned to Myron to
settle their rivalry. Who will be
head of the class?
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Swimwear Fashion Show
It is an all-star competition as
three Ultimate Cake-Off
champions battle it out to
create the winning cake for a
swimwear fashion show and
win $10,000!

07.30 Flea Market Flip: Clash
Of The Couples
New York couple and flippers
Amanda and Nick go toe-to-toe
against Christina and Billy, two
designing sweethearts from
New Jersey.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: Puppies &
Poconos
The clan takes on Poconos and
there's plenty of competition,
chaos and family fun when Kate
and the kids take on archery
tag, tubing and new puppies!

07.53 Flea Market Flip: Hey
Ma, Watch Me Flip!
Married pickers Alanna and
Mark go head to head against
experienced mother and
daughter duo Sannie and
Mackenzie in a flipping battle.

10.30 From Wags To Riches:
We Love Dogs: Wags to Riches
Special!
Looking back at highlights from
the series, catching up with the
adoption cases, and some brand
new surprising moments with
the Berlonis!

08.15 Tiny Luxury: Rocky
Mountain Tiny Home
Ben, Amory and their two
children are excited to escape
from their everyday lives and
head to Colorado for a relaxing
vacation.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: High-Flying
Tiny Home
After living in a 1,000-squarefoot apartment in New York City
with fellow flight attendants as
roommates, Lisette dreams of
having her own place.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 93
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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11.15 Smoked: Cave Man
Cook-Off
Whole animal cooks Jeff and
Arturo have turned Myron to
settle their rivalry once and for
all. Three challenges will
determine who will win and
who will get Smoked.
12.00 Ultimate Cake Off:
Black-Tie Wedding
The three cake decorators have
only nine hours to build a cake
for an elegant, black-tie
wedding! With $10,000 on the
line, the competition is intense.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 94
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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PREMIERE
13.30 The Zoo: The Marvelous
Mott Mott
Max, a beloved camel, develops
a large abscess on his head.
Plus, an adorable marmot
prepares for her first classroom
visit as an ambassador animal.
PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Wives
Vs. Husbands
Angie and Melissa go head-tohead against their very own
husbands John and Rich. The
battle for bragging rights begins
at Elephant's Trunk Flea Market.
PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: Take A
Seat At The Piano Bar
Designing buddies Isaac and
Stephen take on competitive
flippers Crystal and Jennifer.
Projects on the flip list include
contrasting design and mad
mod.
PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Six
Mario, Autumn and their four
children give Tiny Heirloom a
big challenge for their dream
vacation tiny home.

PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Mountain Tiny Home
After a wildfire in Cobb
Mountain, California, Scott and
Tamsen were forced from their
home of 25 years. They seek a
modern tiny home for new
memories.
PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Gosselins In
Space
The family heads to Alabama for
Space Camp! Kate and the kids
explore NASA, becoming
astronauts for the day. Will they
all get along and complete their
missions?
16.40 Hair Goddess: Staten
Island Goddess Of Extensions
Hair extensions queen, Christina
Oliva, opens a salon in glam
Manhattan. But business is slow
and one of her staff may be up
to no good.
17.30 Smoked: Cave Man
Cook-Off
Whole animal cooks Jeff and
Arturo have turned Myron to
settle their rivalry once and for
all. Three challenges will
determine who will win and
who will get Smoked.
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18.20 Ultimate Cake Off:
Black-Tie Wedding
The three cake decorators have
only nine hours to build a cake
for an elegant, black-tie
wedding! With $10,000 on the
line, the competition is intense.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 94
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip: Wives
Vs. Husbands
Angie and Melissa go head-tohead against their very own
husbands John and Rich. The
battle for bragging rights begins
at Elephant's Trunk Flea Market.
20.25 Flea Market Flip: Take A
Seat At The Piano Bar
Designing buddies Isaac and
Stephen take on competitive
flippers Crystal and Jennifer.
Projects on the flip list include
contrasting design and mad
mod.
20.50 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Six
Mario, Autumn and their four
children give Tiny Heirloom a
big challenge for their dream
vacation tiny home.

October 2020 Schedule
21.15 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Mountain Tiny Home
After a wildfire in Cobb
Mountain, California, Scott and
Tamsen were forced from their
home of 25 years. They seek a
modern tiny home for new
memories.

00.45 Ghost Asylum: Old
Ironton Psychiatric
One of the most passionate
paranormal teams in America,
the Tennessee Wraith Chasers,
are in Missouri to investigate a
haunted and abandoned
asylum.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 94
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

21.40 New Body, New Style
Celebrity stylist Mary Alice
Stephenson helps two women
who have transformed their
bodies through major weight
loss to shed their insecurities
with life-changing makeovers.

01.30 Mansions & Murders:
Iron Maid
As heiress Sunny von Bülow
slips into a coma, maid Maria
Schrallhammer senses
something sinister. Maria turns
detective to help her
convalescing boss.

05.15 The Zoo: The Marvelous
Mott Mott
Max, a beloved camel, develops
a large abscess on his head.
Plus, an adorable marmot
prepares for her first classroom
visit as an ambassador animal.

22.30 Ghost Asylum: Old
Ironton Psychiatric
One of the most passionate
paranormal teams in America,
the Tennessee Wraith Chasers,
are in Missouri to investigate a
haunted and abandoned
asylum.

02.15 The Zoo: The Marvelous
Mott Mott
Max, a beloved camel, develops
a large abscess on his head.
Plus, an adorable marmot
prepares for her first classroom
visit as an ambassador animal.

23.15 Mansions & Murders:
Iron Maid
As heiress Sunny von Bülow
slips into a coma, maid Maria
Schrallhammer senses
something sinister. Maria turns
detective to help her
convalescing boss.

03.00 Kate Plus 8: Gosselins In
Space
The family heads to Alabama for
Space Camp! Kate and the kids
explore NASA, becoming
astronauts for the day. Will they
all get along and complete their
missions?

00.00 New Body, New Style
Celebrity stylist Mary Alice
Stephenson helps two women
who have transformed their
bodies through major weight
loss to shed their insecurities
with life-changing makeovers.

03.45 Hair Goddess: Staten
Island Goddess Of Extensions
Hair extensions queen, Christina
Oliva, opens a salon in glam
Manhattan. But business is slow
and one of her staff may be up
to no good.
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Wednesday
28 October 2020
06.00 Smoked: Cave Man
Cook-Off
Whole animal cooks Jeff and
Arturo have turned Myron to
settle their rivalry once and for
all. Three challenges will
determine who will win and
who will get Smoked.
06.45 Ultimate Cake Off:
Black-Tie Wedding
The three cake decorators have
only nine hours to build a cake
for an elegant, black-tie
wedding! With $10,000 on the
line, the competition is intense.

October 2020 Schedule
07.30 Flea Market Flip: Wives
Vs. Husbands
Angie and Melissa go head-tohead against their very own
husbands John and Rich. The
battle for bragging rights begins
at Elephant's Trunk Flea Market.
07.53 Flea Market Flip: Take A
Seat At The Piano Bar
Designing buddies Isaac and
Stephen take on competitive
flippers Crystal and Jennifer.
Projects on the flip list include
contrasting design and mad
mod.
08.15 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Six
Mario, Autumn and their four
children give Tiny Heirloom a
big challenge for their dream
vacation tiny home.
08.38 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Mountain Tiny Home
After a wildfire in Cobb
Mountain, California, Scott and
Tamsen were forced from their
home of 25 years. They seek a
modern tiny home for new
memories.
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 94
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: Gosselins In
Space
The family heads to Alabama for
Space Camp! Kate and the kids
explore NASA, becoming
astronauts for the day. Will they
all get along and complete their
missions?

PREMIERE
13.30 The Zoo: Otter Under
The Weather
Jasmine, a 14-year-old otter, is
not her usual, energetic self.
And, the staff of the New York
Aquarium move their sharks to
a new exhibit.

10.30 Hair Goddess: Staten
Island Goddess Of Extensions
Hair extensions queen, Christina
Oliva, opens a salon in glam
Manhattan. But business is slow
and one of her staff may be up
to no good.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Best
On The Block
Vintage shop owners take on
local rivals in a battle of the
block. They seek items to
revamp from the Flip List
including Workspace Design and
Vintage Modern.

11.15 Smoked: Sunshine State
Showdown
Long-time barbecue rivals Matt
and Jim have turned to Myron
to crown one of them the "King
of Florida Barbecue." But who
will take home the crown?
12.00 Chef Gone Wild:
Vanuatu
Jock Zonfrillo discovers the
delights of bat wings and
volcano-cooked chicken when
he ventures to the South Pacific
island of Tanna to learn cooking
untouched by the west.
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 95
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
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PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Olympians
A figure skating medallist and
her son take on a judo gold
medallist and her grandmother.
Each team has just one hour to
find three projects to transform.
PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Jungle Paradise
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
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PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Hawaiian Hideaway
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Beach Time!
Kate and the kids explore the
Alabama beach at summer
vacation! Kayaking, parasailing
and a family Segway tour are in
the mix before heading home to
train their puppies.
16.40 Hair Goddess: Failure To
Launch
The team prepares for an NYC
launch party, but will a setback
end the party before it starts?
Meanwhile, Christina gives a
client with thinning hair a fresh
start.
17.30 Smoked: Sunshine State
Showdown
Long-time barbecue rivals Matt
and Jim have turned to Myron
to crown one of them the "King
of Florida Barbecue." But who
will take home the crown?

18.20 Chef Gone Wild:
Vanuatu
Jock Zonfrillo discovers the
delights of bat wings and
volcano-cooked chicken when
he ventures to the South Pacific
island of Tanna to learn cooking
untouched by the west.

21.15 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Hawaiian Hideaway
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 95
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

21.40 Little and Looking for
Love
Meet final year high school
student Hannah Kritzeck who
stands at 38 inches tall and is
looking for love. Follow her as
she overcomes the challenges
of being different.

20.00 Flea Market Flip: Best
On The Block
Vintage shop owners take on
local rivals in a battle of the
block. They seek items to
revamp from the Flip List
including Workspace Design and
Vintage Modern.

22.30 Ghost Asylum: St
Vincent's Mental Home
The team travels to Oklahoma
City to investigate an evil
asylum known as St. Vincent's
Mental Home. A history of
horror has created a dark
energy.

20.25 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Olympians
A figure skating medallist and
her son take on a judo gold
medallist and her grandmother.
Each team has just one hour to
find three projects to transform.

23.15 Mansions & Murders:
Loved to Bits and Pieces
Pamela and Gary's children are
everything nanny Sam Stubbs
could ask for, but after a nasty
divorce, someone meets an
explosive end and Sam has to
play detective.

20.50 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Jungle Paradise
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
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October 2020 Schedule
00.00 Little and Looking for
Love
Meet final year high school
student Hannah Kritzeck who
stands at 38 inches tall and is
looking for love. Follow her as
she overcomes the challenges
of being different.

03.45 Hair Goddess: Failure To
Launch
The team prepares for an NYC
launch party, but will a setback
end the party before it starts?
Meanwhile, Christina gives a
client with thinning hair a fresh
start.

06.45 Chef Gone Wild:
Vanuatu
Jock Zonfrillo discovers the
delights of bat wings and
volcano-cooked chicken when
he ventures to the South Pacific
island of Tanna to learn cooking
untouched by the west.

00.45 Ghost Asylum: St
Vincent's Mental Home
The team travels to Oklahoma
City to investigate an evil
asylum known as St. Vincent's
Mental Home. A history of
horror has created a dark
energy.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 95
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

07.30 Flea Market Flip: Best
On The Block
Vintage shop owners take on
local rivals in a battle of the
block. They seek items to
revamp from the Flip List
including Workspace Design and
Vintage Modern.

01.30 Mansions & Murders:
Loved to Bits and Pieces
Pamela and Gary's children are
everything nanny Sam Stubbs
could ask for, but after a nasty
divorce, someone meets an
explosive end and Sam has to
play detective.

05.15 The Zoo: Otter Under
The Weather
Jasmine, a 14-year-old otter, is
not her usual, energetic self.
And, the staff of the New York
Aquarium move their sharks to
a new exhibit.

07.53 Flea Market Flip: Battle
Of The Olympians
A figure skating medallist and
her son take on a judo gold
medallist and her grandmother.
Each team has just one hour to
find three projects to transform.

02.15 The Zoo: Otter Under
The Weather
Jasmine, a 14-year-old otter, is
not her usual, energetic self.
And, the staff of the New York
Aquarium move their sharks to
a new exhibit.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Beach Time!
Kate and the kids explore the
Alabama beach at summer
vacation! Kayaking, parasailing
and a family Segway tour are in
the mix before heading home to
train their puppies.

Thursday
29 October 2020
06.00 Smoked: Sunshine State
Showdown
Long-time barbecue rivals Matt
and Jim have turned to Myron
to crown one of them the "King
of Florida Barbecue." But who
will take home the crown?
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08.15 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Jungle Paradise
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
08.38 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Hawaiian Hideaway
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

October 2020 Schedule
09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 95
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 Kate Plus 8: Beach Time!
Kate and the kids explore the
Alabama beach at summer
vacation! Kayaking, parasailing
and a family Segway tour are in
the mix before heading home to
train their puppies.
10.30 Hair Goddess: Failure To
Launch
The team prepares for an NYC
launch party, but will a setback
end the party before it starts?
Meanwhile, Christina gives a
client with thinning hair a fresh
start.
11.15 Smoked: Mississippi
Queen
BBQ champions Leslie and
Brooke turn to Myron to settle
their rivalry once and for all.
Who will be crowned Queen of
Mississippi Barbecue, and who
will get Smoked?
12.00 Chef Gone Wild:
Australia
Jock Zonfrillo adds green ants,
stingray livers and mangrove
worms to his repertoire when
he heads to a remote Aboriginal
community off Australia's north
coast.

PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 96
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Bamboo Bungalow
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

PREMIERE
13.30 The Zoo: Bouba's Back
Andean bear Bouba returns
from the National Zoo in
Washington D.C. to reunite with
his loyal mate Nicole. And
Blanche, a feisty female alpaca,
is due to give birth.

PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Paradise:
Shepherd's Wagon Tiny House
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Off To
The Races
A team of master dumpster
divers take on DIY soul sisters.
With a budget of $500, they
have one hour to find three
projects to transform.
PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip: New
Age Flip
A Woodstock take on a motherson designing duo. They have
$500 to find three projects for
the Flip List: Distinctive Dining,
Polished Industrial and Funktional Design.
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PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: Sweet 16
It's the twins' Sweet 16! Kate
lets Mady and Cara plan their
party and tensions run high. It's
bittersweet for Kate, but the
twins are just happy to be with
their friends.
16.40 Hair Goddess: Sister
Showdown
The launch party is at risk when
a protest closes the streets, and
Jenn secures a big opportunity
for Christina - but the two
sisters clash over salon
business.

October 2020 Schedule
17.30 Smoked: Mississippi
Queen
BBQ champions Leslie and
Brooke turn to Myron to settle
their rivalry once and for all.
Who will be crowned Queen of
Mississippi Barbecue, and who
will get Smoked?

20.50 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Bamboo Bungalow
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

18.20 Chef Gone Wild:
Australia
Jock Zonfrillo adds green ants,
stingray livers and mangrove
worms to his repertoire when
he heads to a remote Aboriginal
community off Australia's north
coast.

21.15 Tiny Paradise:
Shepherd's Wagon Tiny House
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 96
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

21.40 Girls Who Don't Age
The story of three girls who
have stopped ageing and are
destined to live their lives as
toddlers. Could they help us
unlock the secrets of the ageing
process?

20.00 Flea Market Flip: Off To
The Races
A team of master dumpster
divers take on DIY soul sisters.
With a budget of $500, they
have one hour to find three
projects to transform.
20.25 Flea Market Flip: New
Age Flip
A Woodstock take on a motherson designing duo. They have
$500 to find three projects for
the Flip List: Distinctive Dining,
Polished Industrial and Funktional Design.

22.30 Ghost Asylum: Kuhn
State Hospital
TWC heads south to Mississippi
to investigate the massive Kuhn
State Hospital. Due to the size
of this asylum, the team will
have to think outside the box.
23.15 Mansions & Murders:
Great Exploitations
As philanthropist Brooke Astor's
dementia worsens, her office
manager Alice must contend
with the rising and malevolent
influence of her son Tony.
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00.00 Girls Who Don't Age
The story of three girls who
have stopped ageing and are
destined to live their lives as
toddlers. Could they help us
unlock the secrets of the ageing
process?
00.45 Ghost Asylum: Kuhn
State Hospital
TWC heads south to Mississippi
to investigate the massive Kuhn
State Hospital. Due to the size
of this asylum, the team will
have to think outside the box.
01.30 Mansions & Murders:
Great Exploitations
As philanthropist Brooke Astor's
dementia worsens, her office
manager Alice must contend
with the rising and malevolent
influence of her son Tony.
02.15 The Zoo: Bouba's Back
Andean bear Bouba returns
from the National Zoo in
Washington D.C. to reunite with
his loyal mate Nicole. And
Blanche, a feisty female alpaca,
is due to give birth.
03.00 Kate Plus 8: Sweet 16
It's the twins' Sweet 16! Kate
lets Mady and Cara plan their
party and tensions run high. It's
bittersweet for Kate, but the
twins are just happy to be with
their friends.

October 2020 Schedule
03.45 Hair Goddess: Sister
Showdown
The launch party is at risk when
a protest closes the streets, and
Jenn secures a big opportunity
for Christina - but the two
sisters clash over salon
business.

06.45 Chef Gone Wild:
Australia
Jock Zonfrillo adds green ants,
stingray livers and mangrove
worms to his repertoire when
he heads to a remote Aboriginal
community off Australia's north
coast.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 96
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 96
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

07.30 Flea Market Flip: Off To
The Races
A team of master dumpster
divers take on DIY soul sisters.
With a budget of $500, they
have one hour to find three
projects to transform.

09.45 Kate Plus 8: Sweet 16
It's the twins' Sweet 16! Kate
lets Mady and Cara plan their
party and tensions run high. It's
bittersweet for Kate, but the
twins are just happy to be with
their friends.

07.53 Flea Market Flip: New
Age Flip
A Woodstock take on a motherson designing duo. They have
$500 to find three projects for
the Flip List: Distinctive Dining,
Polished Industrial and Funktional Design.

10.30 Hair Goddess: Sister
Showdown
The launch party is at risk when
a protest closes the streets, and
Jenn secures a big opportunity
for Christina - but the two
sisters clash over salon
business.

08.15 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Bamboo Bungalow
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

11.15 Smoked: Restaurant
Wars
Best friends Phil and Sterling are
starting a new restaurant and
they've turned to Myron Mixon
to decide the head chef. Who
will stand tall, and who will get
Smoked?

08.38 Tiny Paradise:
Shepherd's Wagon Tiny House
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
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12.00 Chef Gone Wild:
Ethiopia
Jock Zonfrillo experiences an
unusual Christmas dinner and
brews a wicked moonshine
when he ventures into
Ethiopia's highlands to find
ancient dishes.

05.15 The Zoo: Bouba's Back
Andean bear Bouba returns
from the National Zoo in
Washington D.C. to reunite with
his loyal mate Nicole. And
Blanche, a feisty female alpaca,
is due to give birth.

Friday
30 October 2020
06.00 Smoked: Mississippi
Queen
BBQ champions Leslie and
Brooke turn to Myron to settle
their rivalry once and for all.
Who will be crowned Queen of
Mississippi Barbecue, and who
will get Smoked?
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October 2020 Schedule
PREMIERE
12.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 97
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

PREMIERE
15.00 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Costa Rican Casa
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

PREMIERE
13.30 The Zoo: Andre The
Baby Goat
A markhor goat gives birth to
Andre, the biggest baby of the
year. And, confiscated lizards
destined for the pet trade
require urgent medical
attention.

PREMIERE
15.25 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
House, Mountain Vistas
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

PREMIERE
14.15 Flea Market Flip: Flip To
Be Tied
A husband and wife take on DIY
sweethearts. They have one
hour and $500 to find three
projects from the Flip List to
then transform in the
workshop.

PREMIERE
15.50 Kate Plus 8: A Haunting
At The Gosselins
It's Halloween and the kids
invite their friends over for a
party! Kate stresses out with
party planning, plus food and
costume prep!

PREMIERE
14.38 Flea Market Flip:
Fashion-Forward Flipping
A fashionable duo competes
against their friends to find and
transform hidden gems. Their
projects are Refine Design,
Stylish Storage and Rewrapped
Design.

16.40 Hair Goddess: Righting
Wrongs And Wronging Rights
Christina talks to Jenn about her
place at the salon and Victoria
makes a huge mistake. Plus,
identical twins get very different
hair makeovers!
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17.30 Smoked: Restaurant
Wars
Best friends Phil and Sterling are
starting a new restaurant and
they've turned to Myron Mixon
to decide the head chef. Who
will stand tall, and who will get
Smoked?
18.20 Chef Gone Wild:
Ethiopia
Jock Zonfrillo experiences an
unusual Christmas dinner and
brews a wicked moonshine
when he ventures into
Ethiopia's highlands to find
ancient dishes.
19.10 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 97
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
20.00 Flea Market Flip: Flip To
Be Tied
A husband and wife take on DIY
sweethearts. They have one
hour and $500 to find three
projects from the Flip List to
then transform in the
workshop.
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20.25 Flea Market Flip:
Fashion-Forward Flipping
A fashionable duo competes
against their friends to find and
transform hidden gems. Their
projects are Refine Design,
Stylish Storage and Rewrapped
Design.
20.50 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Costa Rican Casa
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
21.15 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
House, Mountain Vistas
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.
21.40 Real Life Hulks
In Brazil, a disturbing
underground culture of extreme
bodybuilding is emerging. Meet
the men who will do anything to
enlarge their muscles to
cartoon-character proportions.
22.30 Ghost Asylum: Old War
Memorial
The next trip takes the team to
Old War Memorial Hospital in
Kentucky. Locals believe that a
former doctor lost his mind and,
after his death, his spirit
returned.

23.15 Mansions & Murders:
Love Thy Neighbour
A wary millionaire puts his trust
in his caretaker, to the dismay
of his adopted son. The conflict
between the confidants soon
leads to tragedy.

03.00 Kate Plus 8: A Haunting
At The Gosselins
It's Halloween and the kids
invite their friends over for a
party! Kate stresses out with
party planning, plus food and
costume prep!

00.00 Real Life Hulks
In Brazil, a disturbing
underground culture of extreme
bodybuilding is emerging. Meet
the men who will do anything to
enlarge their muscles to
cartoon-character proportions.

03.45 Hair Goddess: Righting
Wrongs And Wronging Rights
Christina talks to Jenn about her
place at the salon and Victoria
makes a huge mistake. Plus,
identical twins get very different
hair makeovers!

00.45 Ghost Asylum: Old War
Memorial
The next trip takes the team to
Old War Memorial Hospital in
Kentucky. Locals believe that a
former doctor lost his mind and,
after his death, his spirit
returned.

04.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 97
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

01.30 Mansions & Murders:
Love Thy Neighbour
A wary millionaire puts his trust
in his caretaker, to the dismay
of his adopted son. The conflict
between the confidants soon
leads to tragedy.

05.15 The Zoo: Andre The
Baby Goat
A markhor goat gives birth to
Andre, the biggest baby of the
year. And, confiscated lizards
destined for the pet trade
require urgent medical
attention.

02.15 The Zoo: Andre The
Baby Goat
A markhor goat gives birth to
Andre, the biggest baby of the
year. And, confiscated lizards
destined for the pet trade
require urgent medical
attention.
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Saturday
31 October 2020
06.00 The Zoo: The Marvelous
Mott Mott
Max, a beloved camel, develops
a large abscess on his head.
Plus, an adorable marmot
prepares for her first classroom
visit as an ambassador animal.
06.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 93
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
07.30 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 94
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
08.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 95
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

09.00 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 96
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
09.45 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 97
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.
10.30 Chopped Junior: Go
Fish!
Chefs Kardea Brown and
Amanda Freitag are joined by
actor Andrew Rannells to judge
a very fishy competition. Then,
canned pasta is one of the two
entrée ingredients.
11.15 Chopped Junior: Grill It!
The junior chefs are fired up for
a grilling competition. The
judges are happy to see beef in
the basket but wonder if the
young competitors will know
how to cook it.
12.00 From Wags To Riches:
We Love Dogs: Wags to Riches
Special!
Looking back at highlights from
the series, catching up with the
adoption cases, and some brand
new surprising moments with
the Berlonis!
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12.45 Hair Goddess: Staten
Island Goddess Of Extensions
Hair extensions queen, Christina
Oliva, opens a salon in glam
Manhattan. But business is slow
and one of her staff may be up
to no good.
13.30 Hair Goddess: Failure To
Launch
The team prepares for an NYC
launch party, but will a setback
end the party before it starts?
Meanwhile, Christina gives a
client with thinning hair a fresh
start.
14.15 Hair Goddess: Sister
Showdown
The launch party is at risk when
a protest closes the streets, and
Jenn secures a big opportunity
for Christina - but the two
sisters clash over salon
business.
15.00 Hair Goddess: Righting
Wrongs And Wronging Rights
Christina talks to Jenn about her
place at the salon and Victoria
makes a huge mistake. Plus,
identical twins get very different
hair makeovers!
15.50 Chopped Junior: Go
Fish!
Chefs Kardea Brown and
Amanda Freitag are joined by
actor Andrew Rannells to judge
a very fishy competition. Then,
canned pasta is one of the two
entrée ingredients.
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16.40 Chopped Junior: Grill It!
The junior chefs are fired up for
a grilling competition. The
judges are happy to see beef in
the basket but wonder if the
young competitors will know
how to cook it.
17.30 Tiny Luxury: Rocky
Mountain Tiny Home
Ben, Amory and their two
children are excited to escape
from their everyday lives and
head to Colorado for a relaxing
vacation.
17.55 Tiny Luxury: High-Flying
Tiny Home
After living in a 1,000-squarefoot apartment in New York City
with fellow flight attendants as
roommates, Lisette dreams of
having her own place.
18.20 Tiny Luxury: Tiny Home
For Six
Mario, Autumn and their four
children give Tiny Heirloom a
big challenge for their dream
vacation tiny home.
18.45 Tiny Luxury: Modern
Mountain Tiny Home
After a wildfire in Cobb
Mountain, California, Scott and
Tamsen were forced from their
home of 25 years. They seek a
modern tiny home for new
memories.

19.10 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Jungle Paradise
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

20.50 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Costa Rican Casa
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

19.35 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Hawaiian Hideaway
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

21.15 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
House, Mountain Vistas
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

20.00 Tiny Paradise: Tiny
Bamboo Bungalow
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

21.40 New Body, New Style
Celebrity stylist Mary Alice
Stephenson helps two women
who have transformed their
bodies through major weight
loss to shed their insecurities
with life-changing makeovers.

20.25 Tiny Paradise:
Shepherd's Wagon Tiny House
Couples build tiny homes in
idyllic locations. On beaches,
plains and mountains,
adventurous homeowners build
their own small slice of
paradise.

23.15 Ghost Asylum: Old
Ironton Psychiatric
One of the most passionate
paranormal teams in America,
the Tennessee Wraith Chasers,
are in Missouri to investigate a
haunted and abandoned
asylum.
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22.30 Deadly Devotion: Mafia
Murder
Sergei Kobozev, an up-andcoming Russian boxer,
emigrates to Brooklyn with
dreams of becoming a world
champion. But suspicions are
raised when he goes missing.

October 2020 Schedule
00.00 Ghost Asylum: St
Vincent's Mental Home
The team travels to Oklahoma
City to investigate an evil
asylum known as St. Vincent's
Mental Home. A history of
horror has created a dark
energy.

03.45 The Zoo: Bouba's Back
Andean bear Bouba returns
from the National Zoo in
Washington D.C. to reunite with
his loyal mate Nicole. And
Blanche, a feisty female alpaca,
is due to give birth.

00.45 Ghost Asylum: Kuhn
State Hospital
TWC heads south to Mississippi
to investigate the massive Kuhn
State Hospital. Due to the size
of this asylum, the team will
have to think outside the box.

04.30 The Zoo: Andre The
Baby Goat
A markhor goat gives birth to
Andre, the biggest baby of the
year. And, confiscated lizards
destined for the pet trade
require urgent medical
attention.

01.30 The Zoo: A Sea Lion Pup
Grows Up
Zoo staff face unexpected
setbacks weaning a bright sea
lion pup off her mother's milk.
And, the bird team steps in to
support a rejected curassow
chick.

05.15 The Marilyn Denis
Show: Episode 93
Hosted by radio and television
personality Marilyn Denis, this
lifestyle and entertainment talk
show features Canadian and
international celebrities and
experts.

02.15 The Zoo: The Marvelous
Mott Mott
Max, a beloved camel, develops
a large abscess on his head.
Plus, an adorable marmot
prepares for her first classroom
visit as an ambassador animal.
03.00 The Zoo: Otter Under
The Weather
Jasmine, a 14-year-old otter, is
not her usual, energetic self.
And, the staff of the New York
Aquarium move their sharks to
a new exhibit.
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